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W Page 1 — Washington Letter,
Miscellaneous articles.
Y j Pages 2 and 3—Local and other
S I news; public and private sale
T« advers., etc.
W* Pages 4 and 6 — Short stories,
a|
miscellaneous articles.
w t pages 6 and 7—Original editorial
E / comment,State news, etc.
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ADVERTISEMENTS ON EVERT PAGE.

ACCEPT AND DEPEND THE TRUTH
WHEREVER POUND.
W

VOLUME T H IR T Y-FIVE.________________THURSDAY, JULY 22, 1909.__________________WHOLE NUMBER, 1776
A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
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B . H O R N IN G , M. D .,

Practising Physician,
OOLLEGEVH-LE, Pa.
Telephone in office.
Office Hours ttntfl-9 a. m.

M.

T . W E B E R , M. D .,

Practising Physician
EVANSBUKG, Fa. Office Hoars : Until 9
a. m.; 7 to9 p. m. Keystone’Phono No. IT.

P

W . SCH EUREN’S

SHAVING PARLOR,
COLLEGEVILBE, PA.

g r S eeo n d D o o r A bove R a ilr o a d .
Finest grades of CIGARS and TOBACCO
always on hand.

J J E N R Y BO W ER ,

Veterinary Surgeon,
OOLLEGEYILLE, PA.

A. KRONEN, M. D .,
NORRISTOWN, FA.
OFFICE ROOMS: THIRTY, THIRTY-TWO
AND THIRTY-FOUR BOYER ARGADE.
h o u r s . 8 to 9
T e l e p h o n e s , Bell 718-d
2 to *
Keystone 807
7 to 8 Snndays, 1 to 3 only.

N. D . CORNISH ,

DENTIST,
COLLBGEVILLE, PA.
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed; Gas
administered.
Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 81. Bell ’Phone, 27Y.

FR A N K B R A N D R E T H ,
(Successor to l>r. Okas, Ryckman.)

Bell ’Phone 28 x.

D ANIEL M. A N D ER S,

Real Estate Bought, Sold
and Exchanged.

M s and M is Bonghl anil Sol
INSURANCE EFFECTED.
Room 51, Boyer Arcade, P. O. Box 467,
NORRISTOWN, PA.

0 ^ HOUSEKEEPERS

will find it to their advantage to in
spect my stock of COOK STOVES,
DENTIST,
RANGES, and PARLOR HEATERS.
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at I handle none but the best and study to
honest prices.
please my patrons. Every stove, range
and beater is guaranteed and must give
entire satisfaction.
jy jA Y N E R . LONGSTRETH,
SPECIAL ATTENTION given to tin
roofing, spouting, and all kinds of repair
ing in tinsmith work. Milk cans sold and
Attorney-at- Law,
repaired.
And Notary Publlo. ::: No. 713 Orotor Build
Your patronage will be appreciated.
ing, U30 Chestnut St., Fhlla., Pa.
Dong Distance Telephone. House No. 6*38.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.

J J A R V E Y L SHOMO,

Attorney-at- Law,
831 SWEDE STR BET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
RESIDENCE—ROYERSFORD.
Both ’Phones,

F. C. P O L E Y ,
LIM ERICK SQUARE, PA .
EYES CAREFULLY EXAMI NED
LENSES ACCURATELY GROUND
E X P E R T FRAME A D J U S T I N G

A. B. PARKER
Optometrist
2IO DeKalb Street NORRISTOWN. PA.

J J E R B E R T U. MOORE,

Attorney-at- Law,
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING,
306 Swede St.. Norristown, Pa
Bell and Keystone ’Phones.
6-16.

J O S E P H S. K R A ^Z ,

Some Pyrotechnic Products Must
Dry In the Open Air.

Attorney-at-Law,
1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 13th
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
Philadelphia.
Telephones.

o

L EVANS,

Attorney-at- Law,

838 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA
At residence, Limerick, every evening.
Bell ’Phone 93. Keystone ’Phone, 37.

rpH O M A S HALLMAN,

Attorney-at- Law,
838 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA
At my residence, next door to National Bank
CollegeviUe. every evening.
1-96.

J . STRO UD W EB UR,

Attorney-at- Law,

No. 6 EAST AIRY ST., NORRISTOWN
Gan be consulted every evening at his rest
denee in Evansburg. Both ’phones.
11-26

S. G. F IN K B 1N E R ,

Real Estate and Insurance
LOANS and INVESTMENTS, NOTARY
PUBLIC. ROYERSFORD, PA.

J O H N J . R A D C LIFF,

Painter and Paper Hanger
MAIN STREET (near borough line) COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Contracts taken and good
work and material guaranteed. Fall line wall
paper and paint for sale.

g

8 . PO LEY ,

Contractor and Builder,
TRAPPE, PA

Prompt and accurate in building construction.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
6-28
P

S. BO O NS,
SCHWENKSYILLE, PA..

Slater and Roofer,

And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished, work con
tracted at lowest prices.
lloot

E DW ARD D AP aVinIDte, r an d
Paper-Hanger,
OOI^EGEYILLE, PA.
Samples of paper
always on hand.

TRYING

FOR

NEW

DESIGNS.

Staffs of Artists Continually Doviaing
Color Schemes to Bo Worked Out In
Fire—The Construction of the Set
Pieces—Work of the Chemists.

stan ce. T h e se a re com m only produced
by a com bin atio n o f c h lo ra te o f potash,
calom el, su lp h u re t of copper, oxychlo
rid e o f copper, d e x trin , stearin,., black
oxide o f copper, c o p p er filings a n d sal
am m oniac.

E^ery fireworks manufacturer has
his carefully ^guarded trade secrets.
Pyrotechnics In Its various branches
and as a whole is ’taught in no uni
versity. and there is little printed lit
erature on the subject
The construction of the set pieces,
especially if they are large, is a huge
task. First the artist draws the pic
ture. It is complete In every detail
of outline and shade of color. This is
marked off into equal squares, each of
which represents a square foot In the
actual reproduction in fire. Sections
of light gourds, say, 20 by 25 feet are
built and laid flat on the ground, and
•rectangles a foot square are marked
thereon. On the section is outlined
the picture that the artist has made,
with the different colors indicated in
their proper groupings. Loose over
this is built a checkerboard fram e
work of light lathe. Then come men
with strips of rattan. They tack these
to the framework, following exactly
every line th at has been indicated on
the boards below, leaving practically a
huge line drawing in rattan.
Then come men with thousands of
big pins—ordinary pins, but about an
Inch long. These are set in the rattan
an inch apart. These are followed by
other men. who cut the heads off the
pins. After this comes a gang of men
with bundles of little fireworks, two
inches long by one-quarter to threequarter inches in diameter, in varying
colors or combinations of color to cor
respond with the original drawing.
These are called “gerbes.” When ig
nited they emit sheaves of fire. These
are stuck on the pins and glued, each
shade of color in its proper place along
the framework.
After this has been done another
gang comes with hundreds of feet of
“quick match” and connects all these
thousands of “gerbes” together. Loose
ends are left here and there for firing
when the piece is in place ready to be
set off. Then these sections are hoist
ed into their proper positions, and aft■er infinite labor everything is ready
for the wonderful delight to the eye.
which may last between one and four
minutes. So swiftly does the fire run
from ••gerbe” to “gerbe” through this
“quick match” that the biggest '‘pic
ture" that is usually showb will be
aflame in every part in three seconds.
There is said to be little or no dan
ger about firing these set pieces or
even in setting off the bombs that ex
plode with such -fearsome noise. The
ends of the “quick match,” where the
“port fire” is applied by the men who
do the igniting, are carefully timed so
th at they have plenty of chance to get
out of the way.—New York Press.

The first step in manufacturing fire
Without a friend the world is a wil
works is the making of the cases, or derness.—Latin Proverb.
shells, as the cylinders or other recep
tacles in which the explosives and the
THE GHOST AT THE FEAST.
chemicals are placed are called. Prac
tically all of these are made of innu What the Ensign Saw and W hat' Hap
merable sheets of tissue paper pasted
pened After Dinner.
and rolled together until the thickness
In “The Story of My Life,” by Mr.
required is attained. Most of these Augustas Hare, is told the following
cases are made by machinery and are creepy story:
delivered as wanted to the places
A regiment was passing through Der
where they are to be filled or charged byshire on its way to fresh quarters in
with the materials th at have been pre the north. The colonel, as they stayed
pared. A11 the charging is done by for the night in one of the country
machinery except in the big shells th at towns, was invited to dine a t a coun
throw forth sets of stars of varying try house in the neighborhood and to
colors. In these each “star” has to be bring any one he liked with him. Con
placed in a certain position so as to sequently he took with him a yonng
explode In ju st the right way a t the ensign for whom he had a great fancy.
proper instant.
They arrived, and it'w as a large party,
Out of doors in pleasant weather the but the lady of the house did not ap
long lines of fuse—"quick match” they pear till just as they were going in to
are called—are made. These are wound dinner and when she apneared was so
on reels six or seven feet across. Their strangely distrait and preoccupied that
basis is loose cotton cord covered with she scarcely attended to anything that
various highly inflammable chemicals. was said to her.
“Qnlck match,” roman candles and a
At dinner the colonel observed that
number of other pyrotechnic products his yonng companion scarcely ever
cannot be dried by- artificial heat. They took his eyes off the lady of the house,
must lie in the open air until the mois staring at her in a way which seemed
ture used in mixing the chemicals at once rude and unaccountable. It
evaporates.
made him observe the lady herself, and
AH the year around the artists on he saw that she seemed scarcely to
the stafT of the pyrotechnic manufac attend to anything said by her neigh
turers are taxing their brains design bors oil either side of her, but rather
ing color schemes to be worked out In seemed, in a manner quite unaccount
fire. Outside of the big set pieces, able, to be listening to some one or
which are much in vogue, a great deal something behind her.
of attention is given to rockets,
As soon as dinner was over the young
bombs and rocket bombs, of which ensign came to the colonel and said:
there are Innumerable kinds. When “Oh, do take me away! I entreat you
the artist has evolved some striking to take me away from this place!”
color effect he turns over his painting
The colonel said: “Indeed, your con
to the chemists, whose task it is to duct Is so very extraordinary and un
combine various combustible Ingredi pleasant th at I quite agree with you
ents so as to reproduce' what the that the best thing we can do is to go
painter has put on his canvas. The away.” And he made the excuse of
race between the art department and his young friend being ill and ordered
the staff chemists is unending. It is their carriage.
the boast of the chemists th at they
When they had driven some distance
can duplicate in their burning colors the colonel asked the ensign for an ex
any combination of paints th at can be planation of his conduct He said that
he could not help -It During the whole
presented to them.
These colors are imparted by the of dinner he had seen a terrible black,
heated vapors of certain metals. So shadowy figure standing behind the
dium, for instance, gives a yellow chair of the lady of the bouse, and It
light, calcium red. strontium crimson had seemed to whisper to her and she
and barium green. The number of to listen to I t He had scarcely told
chemicals, common and rare, employed this when a man on horseback rode
in the manufacture of fireworks is rapidly past the carriage, and the
Drodleious. Take blue stars, for in ■ colonel, recognizing one of the servants

of the house they had jiist left, called WASHINGTON LETTER.
out to know If anything w as the mat
ter.
“Oh, don’t stop me, sir!” he shouted. From Our Regular Correspondent.
“I am going for the doctor! My lady
Washington D. C., July 15,1909.—
has ju st cut her throat!”

The tariff continues to be the chief
topic of interest in Washington and
HIS HOLLOW KEY.
everyone is waiting almost with
He Lent It, but Had Occasion tc baited breath for some clear indica
Crave Its Return.
tion of the course of the conferees.
“They hiss In the French theaters The situation is unusually compli
with the help of a hollow key,” related
pilchard Harding Davis. “Paul Bour- cated because of the injection of two
get once told me an odd incident upon unknown factors in the equation.
this custom.
One is the “downward revision”
“A playwright—call him Duval—had influence of President Taft. The
the unhappiness one fine night to sit
through a most successful production other is the “ stand pat” influence
of his latest play. The house respond of Speaker Cannon. “ Closefriends”
ed with jeers and hisses, and a youn?, of the President are authority for
man, turning to Duval, said":
the statement that the outcome of
“ ‘By Jove, how I’d roast this miser
able piece If I only had a hollow key!’ the conference will be “a Taft bill,”
“ ‘My dear boy,’ said Duval, ‘I am embodying the reductions of the
happy to be able to accommodate you. House bill, those of the Sebate bill
“And he handed a hollow key to the and a few more injected by the
young man, who a t once set up a fierce
and continuous hissing. Just then a President himself for good measure.
Other “close friends” of "the Presi
critic appeared.
“ “Duval,’ he said to the playwright, dent are authority for the assertion
‘I am sorry for you. Poor fellow, you that he is worried over the situ
don’t deserve this.”
“The young man with the key looked ation, that bis best efforts are not
producing the results he expected
amazed and ashamed.
“ ‘What! Are you M. Duval? I beg and that it will be impossible for
your pardon a thousand times,’ h: him to accomplish sufficient im
cried.
provement to make it possible for
“ ‘You owe me no apology,’ said Du
him to sign the bill without consid
val. ‘Lunch with me tomorrow.’
“The yonng man accepted the invita erable compunction. There is no
tion, and at the end of the luncheon doubt the President is doing all in
next day, when the coffee and ciga his power to induce the conferrees
rettes were brought In, he drew, a
bulky manuscript from his pockej; and of the two houses to accept the low
begged leave to read a comedy to M. est rates in every instance, but it is
Duval, for he w as a playwright too.
probably equally certain that thus
“Duval conserfted and listened atten far insufficient progress has been
tively to the reading. At the end the
made to enable anyone to determine
young man said:
“ ‘Well, monsieur, w hat do you what the outcome will be.
think of It?*
There are some serious obstacles
“Duval smiled as he replied:
to
the end which the President
“ ‘Could you oblige me by returning
my hollow key?” ’—Cincinnati Com seeks. The House conference com
mittee, made up by Speaker Cannon
mercial Tribune.
to serve his own ends and to
counteract the progressive tenden
FATE OF THE BRAAKE.
cies of Chairman Payne, is a
A Treasure Ship That Lies Buried Off strongly “ stand pat” aggregation
Cape Henlopen.
and with the exception of Mr. Payne
Somewhere in deep w ater off Cape the few who are disposed to reduce
Henlopen lies over half a million in the duties are so beholden to the
British gold, and how much more in
gold and silver bars and plate and oth Speaker that they will place his will
This
er treasures can only be guessed at. before their convictions.
In 1798 the British privateer Braake means, of course, that to accomplish
sailed for the west Atlantic bearing such the President must convert
enough gold to pay off all the English
troops stationed in various parts of the the Speaker and, as Mr. Cannon is
new world. As the soldiers had not so fond of saying, “ It is bard to
been paid in many months the sum teach an old dog new tricks.” The
was a large one.
President is especially anxious for
W hether the captain of the Braake
free hides, free iron ore, free coal
decided to turn pirate or whether he
merely was showing excessive zeal in and free petroleum. Taking the last
making war on all the enemies of first, the very make-up of the com
England that he met on the high seas mittee is against free petroleum, en
and intended to turn over his loot to tirely apart from the wishes of the
the crown on his return will never be
known, but the fact that the Braake Speaker. For the House there are
took no prisoners and sank every prize Representatives Dalzell of Pennsyl
goes a long way toward proving. the vania and Calderhead of Kansas,
piracy theory. The Braake captured both advocates of a tariff on pe
a Spanish merchantman coming up
troleum, while the Senate is repre
from South American ports laden with
rich tribute from the Spanish colonies sented in part by Senator Penrose
there, transferred the precious cargo of Pennsylvania, another ardent ad
to her own hold and burned the vessel. vocate of a duty on oil and the man
Another Spanish ship bringing a whose determined fight in the Sen
church service of richly jeweled gold
plate to a new world cathedral en ate led to the imposition in the
countered the privateer and suffered eleventh hour of the countervailing
the same fate. The next to fall a vic duty carried in the Senate bill.
tim to the Braake’s rapacity was a Added to this is the position of
Frenchman carrying silks, spices, bran Speaker Cannon who has never for
dy and bars of-sliver. That, too, was
sent ’ to the bottom after it was de given the House for placing pe
troleum on the free list against his
spoiled.
The Braake was overtaken by a hur wishes, who has a number of inde
ricane when nearing the American pendent oil producers in his own
coast, was blown far out of her course
and sank off Cape Henlopen. Several district who want a duty on oil, and
of the crew escaped in a small boat who is determined that whatever
and reached land. Their tales of the else the conferrees may do, the duty
treasure on the sunken ship caused on oil shall not be stricken out;
several expeditions to be fitted out the
following year, but nothing was shall be increased if possible.
Representative Dalzell and Senabrought up save pieces of the anchor
chains and a cannon or two. During ior JPenrose will also stand out to
the last hundred years every effort t« the last ditch for a duty on coal.
raise any part of the treasure has
The indications are that the rate
failed.
The last attem pt was made by Cap may be reduced to 50 cents a ton, or
tain Charles Adams, who fitted out <• even 40 cents, but beyond that
ship under the auspices of the navy there is little prospect that the con
department, but was unable to locate ferrees will go, despite the earnest
the wreck, which is probably by this
Of
time deeply submerged in the ooze and entreaties of the President.
mud of the ocean bed.—New York course the Pennsylvania men will
Press.
hold out for the duty on iron ore.
Mr. Dalzell was never known to
Respect For Old Age.
“Jonas, did you beat th at nig accord vote against anything advocated by
the Steel Trust, nor is Senator Pen
in’ to orders?”
"No, S’manthy; I ju st didn’t.”
rose likely to. Senator Burrows,
"Didn’t? What’s the reason, I’d like i n . whose State are located the
to know?”
“ ’Cause, S’manthy, when I got it largest ore beds, will stand with
out on the line there an’ saw how the Pennsylvanians, and altogether
frittered an’ feeble it was I didn’t the prospect of free iron ore is not
have the heart to lambaste it. I know brilliant.
I have a shortage of virtues, S’manthy,
The Senate conferrees are not par
but I w ant you to 'know th at respect
ticularly
interested in placing a
for old age isn’t one of ’em.”—Boston
duty on hides, but Mr. Calderhead
Courier.

is. In fact it is generally supposed
that his advocacy of this duty was
a large factor in his being placed on
the committee. And finally,Speaker
Cannon is bound by a bargain he is
supposed to have made with former
Representative Littauer, the great
glove manufacturer of Gloversville,
N. Y., to stand pat for the House
duty on gloves. Not only did Mr.
Littauer come to Chicago during
the Republican convention and con
duct the campaign which resulted
in James S. Sherman, the Speaker’s
candidate, being named for Vice
President, but .when, last Spring,
a number of independent Republi
cans allied themselves with the
Democrats in an effort to reform the
House rules and curtail the Speak
er’s power, Mr. Littauer came at
once to Washington and conducted
the fight which prevented the dis
astrous defeat of Mr. Cannon. Out
of his work for the Speaker grew
the high rate imposed by the House
on women’s gloves. It was the
most unpopular feature of the House
bill and the Senate promptly re
jected it. But the Speaker is de
termined to keep his word to Lit
tauer and every House conferree
who is beholden to Mr. Cannon will
have to insist on the higher duties
imposed by their body. How Presi
dent Taft can snatch victory from
this situation it is difficnlt to foresee.
A STEEL CANAL.

In connection with the Nile irri
gation system at Wadi Kom-Ombo a
steel canal, 5200 feet in length, has
been constructed to distribute water
from the service reservoir to the
earth canals. In section, this me
tallic canal is semi-circular, 20 feet
broad and 12 deep. It is made up
of 17 sections, connected by expan
sion joints, and the riveted steel
plates of which it consists are six
millimeters in thickness. During
the construction the engineers were
troubled, among other things, by
the unequal expansion of the metal.
The expansion was greatest on the
side where-the sun happened to
shine full upon the plates, and the
inequality was often sufficient to
displace the end of a section about
to be joined as much as four inches
to one side or the other.
P R E S E N T E A STERN TIM E.

The movememt in Great Britain
to secure a “ daylight saving” law
appears to be making headway,
though it may still be far from en
actment. The question of a uniform
time standard is worth considering
in connection with the efforts to con
serve the natural resources of the
United States and to improve its in
dustrial affairs. A great advance
was made when standard time waschanged at the 90th, 105th and 120tb
meridians by exactly one hour when
going from New York to San Fran
cisco. This was done, writes Com
modore Beehler in The Century, to
benefit railroads and has proved to be
a great blessing. Butif presentEastern time (that of the 75th meridian)
were adopted as a uniform standard
for the whole country uniformity in
regard to the clock time would pre
vail in every part of the United
States.
P IG E O N S ’ A IR -SA C K S.

The air-sacks of the pigeon, says
Bruno Miller, constitute a system
of interspaces, the value of which
lies in their emptiness; that is, the
absence of weight and resistance.
Flying is possible only to a body of
high mechanical efficiency, and we
attain this with machines divested
of all superfluous material. Just so
the original reptiles, which by evo
lution became birds, were divested
of superfluous material, and the
body spaces thus obtained were
filled with air-sacks. The body
wall, adapting itself to the mechani
cal requirements, became a hollow
cylinder serving as a support for
the organs of movement, the mobil
ity of whose parts was assured by
the surrounding air-sacks.
The
air-cavities in the bonefls of birds
are similarly explained.
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LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS
Schissler, near Norristown, and
both automobiles were wrecked,
but the oecupants escaped injury.

H orse's Leg C ut Off.

Colored Man Killed.

Baseball.

One day last week Dr. S. E.
Daub, of Limerick, was driving a
pair of horses attached to a mower
and crossing a ditch the mower
pushed on the team and the sharp
blade of the machine cut the leg off
one of the horses. The animal was
shot.

PERSONAL.

A colored mao, formerly em
Areola won a hotly contested
.Dr. and Mrs. Gibb, of Philadel
T E R M S — 8 1 .0 0 I ' K i t Y E A R
ployed on the Reiner farm near game from Port Providence on
phia, were entertained by Mr. and
::
IN ADVANCE.
it
—Dr. W. J. Ashenfelter, of Potts
Yerkes, got into an altercation on Sunday afternoon by the score of Mrs. F. J. Clamer, Sunday.
town, surgeon* major of the First
Tuesday with a plumber from Phila 11 to 8. For several innings the
Miss Margaret Bordner, of Phila
delphia on the grounds of the score was tie but toward the finish
Thursday, July 22, ’09. Brigade, N. G. P., has been detailed
delphia,
spent Sunday with her
from July 19 to 24 to attend the
Jewish Sanitarium at Eagleville. It Areola scored enough runs to wiD
parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome
medical camp of instruction for
is reported that the plumber, in self- with a comfortable margin.
CHURCH SERVICES.
Bordner.
officers that the War Department
defense, struck his antagonist on
St. James’ Church, Lower Providence, Rev.
On Saturday the Trooper Heights
Mrs. George Clamer and sons are
the head with a piece of wood and
F. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning service and will hold at Antietam, Md.
Field
Club defeated the Norris A. spending some time at Alantic City.
Hill
Climbing
Contest.
sermon, 10.30. Sunday School, 1.46 p. m. Eve
inflicted
fatal
injury.
The
colored
—The Children’s Auxiliary of the
C. of Norristown. The game was
ning service and sermon, 3.
Holy Com
There was a hill climbing contest man died a few hours later.
Mrs. Frank Gristock and daugh
munion, First Sunday in the month* All are Phoenixville Hospital, composed
tie until the last inning. Score 10
and
reckless
automobiling
in
the
ter
Dorothy are visiting relatives
cordially invited and weleome.
largely of Royersford boys and
to 9.
in Hartford, Conn., for two weeks.
Trinity Reformed Church, CollegeviUe, Rev. girls raised $200 for a children’s vicinity of Eagleville, Saturday
The Alrdome.
night.
One of the contestants
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun
Mr. and Mrs. Custer, of Norris
C h arter For Telephone Company
Manager Sablosky has decided to
day at 10 a. m. Sunday School at 9. Junior ward in that institution, and had claimed that he climbed the miletown, are visiting Mr. and Mrs. J.
Christian Endeavor at 2 p. m., and SeniorC. their pictures taken to be placed in
discontinue vaudeville performances
Applied
For.
long bill in less than two minutes.
L. Bechtel.
E. at 7 p. m.
a frame and hung in the ward.
for the present and will give mov
The Limerick Telephone Com
He
also fractured the law and
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. S. B. Garrett
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Bartman
ing picture exhibitions and illus pany will make application for a
—Francis H. Smith, who in his should be dealt with accordingly.
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.80 a. m. Preaching,
trated songs. The performances State charter on August 9th. The visited Mrs. Bartman’s sister, Miss
10.80 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser freshman year won the first prize
every night last week were ex incorporators are J. A. Trinley, Margaret Himes, in Norristown,
vice, 7 p. m.
for being the best all-round athlete
Child Fell Thirty Feet.
cellent and fairly well patronized. William H. Weaver, W. E. Peter Sunday.
St. Paul’s Memorial Church, near Oaks Sta in the interclass meet at Muhlen
After bathing her Teddy bear Mr. Sablosky deserves commenda man, A. G. Fry, Levi Ziegler and
tion, Rev. G. W. Barnes, Rector. Sunday berg College, has been elected
Miss Burnett, of Norristown, is
Services—10.30 a. m .; 8.80 p. m. Sunday School
and powdering it with talcum, Fri tion for the discriminating ability others. The Company proposes to visiting her sister, Mrs. Elmer
physical
director
of
the
Pottstown
—2.15 p. m. Vested choir. Free sittings.
Cordial welcome. The Rector residing in the Y. M. C. A. He is a son of Rev. day, little Mildred Spare, 2-year- he has exercised in affording the do business in Limerick and Upper Espensbip.
parish, will be pleased to receive calls for Visi
Miss Lillie Wilson, of Norristown
Dr. O. P. Smith, a prominent Lu old daughter of William M. Spare, public attractive and interesting Providence townships with term
tations or ministrations. Address Oaks P. O.
of Norristown, crawled on a chair to entertainments.
inals in the borough of Trappe, was the Sunday guest of Mr. and
theran clergyman of that town.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
put the toy animal at the window to
Royersford, Linfield and Limerick Mrs. Thomas Hallman.
S L. Messinger, D.D., pastor. Sunday School
dry. The screen pushed out and More D am age C aused by Locomo Centre.
at 8.46 a. m. Preaching at 10 a. m. and 7.46 p. m.
H orse Found Dead.
Mrs. William Renninger enter
Junior Endeavor prayer meeting at 2 p m.
the child fell 30 feet to the ground.
tive Sparks.
tained relatives from Philadelphia,
A horse belonging to Francis The baby, besides bruises and
Y. P. S. C. E. prayer meeting at 6.46 p. m.
Bible study meeting on Wednesday evening Kulp, of Graterford, was found
Last Friday sparks from a loco Excellent Suggestions for Fisherm en last week.
lacerations, was injured internally.
at 8 o’clock. All are most cordially invited to
motive ignited a grass field on the
to Adopt.
dead
in
the
stable
one
morning
last
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Burns enter
attend the services.
farm belonging to the David Alleweek.
Death
was
caused
by
inflam
Agassiz,
the
great naturalist, tained a number of gueste from
United Evangelical Church, Trappe Circuit,
R aces a t Skippack.
bach estate, this borough, and con always taught his pupils to kill fish Manayunk, last week.
Rev. Geo. R. Riffert, pastor. There will be no mation of the intestines.
preaching in any of the circuit churches July
There will be a series of races on sumed about three tons of hay be as soon as caught, by a blow on the
Mrs. H. W. Wentz and son, of
26, as the day will be observed as “camp meet
the driving course at Skippack on longing to Dr. S. B. Horning, who back of the head, that they might Brooklyn, Mr. and Mrs. John A.
ing Sunday.” Sunday School at Trappe at 2
Mite Society Meeting.
Saturday afternoon next, July 24. had purchased a lot of grass in the
p. m.; prayer meeting at 10 a. m. Sunday
The regular monthly meeting of There will be four classes and field at a recent sale. The fire not suffer before dying. Such fish Hiser, and C. K. Bullock, of Phila
School at Limerick at 9 a. in.; C. E. at 7.30 p.m.
the MiteSociety of the Lower Provi 3-heat events: 2.40, trot or pace; spread to two adjoining stubble keep better, and are better to eat; delphia, were the Sunday visitors
dence Baptist church will be held 3.00, trot or pace; 3.30, trot or pace, fields before the flames were ex and the best fishermen in Europe of Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Fenton.
Passenger trains leave Collegevllle for Phila
always kill their fish at once by a
Mr. and Mrs. Bingham, of Phila
delphia : 7.03, 7.46,11.30 a. m., 6.06 p. m. Sun at the home of Mr. Tbeo. Morgan, and free-for-all. $1 entrance fee tinguished.
days—7.11 a. m., 6.33 p. m. For Allentown:
blow on the back of the head. An delphia, spent Sunday with Mrs.
7.46,11.02a. m., 2.27, 6.06 p. m. Sundays—8.30 Fairview * Village,, on Thursday will be charged for each class. En
other way is to take a sharp knife Ella Hobson and family.
a. m., 7.89 p. m.
evening, July 29.
trance money and gate1 receipts
Insurance M an’s Outing.
and make a deep cut just at the
Miss Jessie Custer, of Philadel
will be divided as usual.
About sixty representatives of back of the head of the fish, sever
phia, spent her vacation last week
C hosen Principal.
Home and Abroad.
the Metropolitan Life Insurance ing the spinal column.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Johnson, A. B., of Lower
Company of the Germantown dis
Fisherm an Fined.
John Custer.
Providence, who served as principal
—The drought
On Monday State Fish Warden trict held their annual outing at
Meeting of School Directors.
Mr. and Mrs. Kirk Radcliff, of
of the High School at Bath, Pa., for N estley arrested Robert Kelly, of Perkiomen Bridge on Saturday.
A
special meeting of the School Prospectville, Bucks county, were
—That prevails in this section
the past two years, has accepted Norristown, at Perkiomen Bridge, They came up from Germantown in
—Is decidedly discouraging to -the positibn of supervising princi for having in his possession a bass a special trolley car. A ball game Directors of this borough was held the guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
Radcliff, Saturday.
those who have been cultivating pal of the Boyertown schools.
6 inches in length, in violation Of was one of the features of the on Friday evening. In the absence
Misa Mabel Hobson returned
potatoes and other vegetables.
the fish laws. Before ’Squire Yost, pleasant outing. Dinner was served of a full Board nothing was conclu
Saturday
from a two weeks trip to
on
the
spacious
pavilioo
at
the
Dr.
D.
R.
F
arin
g
erat
Hospital.
sively
accomplished.
It
was
the
of this borough the usual fine of $10
—Pasture fields also need rain
Lake
George.
very much.
D. R. Faringer, son of Mr. and was imposed. Under, the law bass hotel, under the direction of Mr. consensus of opinion 'of the Direc
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Undercoffler,
tors present that hereafter the
Mrs.
Frank Faringer, of this place, caught must measure eight inches and Mrs. Bender.
—In the vicinity of Norristown
public school building of the bor of Norristown, spent Sunday with
or
be
returned
to
the
water.
who
recently
received
the
degree
of
much more rain has fallen recently
Special M eeting of Town Council. ough be devoted exclusively to Mrs. Margaret Undercoffler.
Doctor of Medicine from Medico-Chi
than in this section.
Mrs. Chappell has returned from
A special meeting of the Town public school and literary purposes.
has been serving for some time as
Iron Railway Bridges.
—Grangers picnic in County resident physician at the Samaritan
Council of this borough was held At another‘meeting of the directors a two weeks visit to friends and
All the wooden bridges along the
Home Grove, Saturday, July 31.
Hospital,' Philadelphia. He has Perkiomen Railroad are to be re Friday evening. An ordinance re in the near future this opinion will relatives in Chester county.
lating to the licensing of places of no doubt be clinched by formal
Miss Helen Miller visited Miss
—The 3500 employes of the Read been transfered to the Garrickson.
placed with iron. There are about
amusement, etc., passed final read action. It is the intention of the Dorothy Latshaw, of Royersford,
ing Railway Company in Reading
18 of these structures along the
ing. The ordinance will be found Directors to have erected two out last w eek.'
received their wages Saturday,
Trolley Talk.
railway and as the traffic has
on
page 3, this issue. The pending buildings of brick on the school
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Westgate of
amounting to $237,000, for June.
Within the week there has been grown so heavy it has been deemed proposition with. reference to pla grounds.
Riceville,
Pa., and Mrs. Albert
—Many a girl has been disap renewed trolley talk relating to a unwise to rebuild them as they are. cing oil on Main street received ad
Beerbower,
of Marcus Hook, were
pointed in love who would have proposed line between Royersford It is understood that the work will ditional consideration, but no def
Mr. Briggs on H is Rounds.
the
guests
of
Prof, and Mrs. Howard
been wrecked by marriage.—Dallas and a point on the Reading pike be started at an early date. The inite action was taken. Since the
Johnson, of Lower Providence, on
T.
S.
Briggs
our
orchard
inspec
length
of
the
new
bridges
will
be
between Trappe and Limerick
News.
meeting Mr. Ebert, member of tor is now making his rounds in Tuesday.
Square, and to a line extending from 16 to 120 feet.
Council, has secured subscriptions Frederick, New
—William White was overcome in
Hanover, and
Dr. J. S. W einberger’s condition
from Lederachville to Palm, via
from a majority of the property Douglass townships. He is liable to remains about the same. His host
a gas trench in Norristown, and it
Greenville to Pennsburg.
Vigorous Old Men.
owners along Main street to cover call at any time. Join him in his of friends hope that be will soon
was several hours before he re
Says Town and Country: John the cost of placing oil in front of inspection. You may profit by it. recover.
covered.
O ldest Twins in S tate.
Smith, who is staying with his son their properties, Dot to exceed 7i This is the most interesting period
— During Phoenixville’s crusade
Jonathan, near Pleasant Run, des cents per square yard. It is now in the life of the San Jose scale.
Pennsburg
has
the
unusual
dis
Lightning Kills Farm Laborer.
on unmuzzled dogs 200 were caught
at a cost to the borongh of $200, and tinction of having perhaps the old pite the fact that he is 85 years old, probable that all will unite so as to Mr. Briggs is open for engagements
During the heavy electrical storm
177 of them were unclaimed and est twins in the State, if not in the last Wednesday walked to Penns- give oil, as a dust settler, a thorough in the evening to talk on “Orchard that passed over that vicinity Fri
United States. The twins are Mrs. burg, a distance of four miles, test.
Pests and Plant D iseases.” Last day afternoon, Peter Patria, an
killed.
Sarah Mauck and Mrs. A. Schankel. through the dust and heat, for the
Friday evening he talked to a well
—For appearing on the street, The maiden name of the illustrous purpose of buying a new suit of The Collegevllle S um m er Assembly. filled hall at the Half Way House Italian laborer, employed on the
Betz estate at Betzwood was struck
three squares from the river, in a twins was Wartman. They were clothes. John G. Glaes, of PassThe CollegeviUe Summer Assem and the next day was engaged to
by lightning and instantly killed
bathing suit, Edward Bixby, of born in New Hanover Township, more, who is 80 years old, worked
bly will open at Ursinus College to speak at the Royal Arcanum Hall in while a fellow Italian worker was
Norristown, was arrested and fined June 16 1826, and were the children four days in the grain field, loading
morrow (Friday) July 23 and con Pottstown. He is employed by the rendered unconscious and badly
$7.50.
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Philip wheat and rye.
tinue until Sunday August 1. The State and his services are free. His burned. The two horses which the
—Charged with maliciously driv Wartman.
purpose of the conference meetings address is 1322 Powell street, Nor men had been driving, and which
ing a horse and causing its death
Drawn by Rope to Barn Peak.
of the Assembly is to impart in ristown.
were standing at a distance of 50
Runaway.
from exhaustion, George Ortlip, of
While unloading hay at the farm spiration and instruction to Chris
feet from the laborer, were also
Royersford, was held under bail for
Sunday evening the horse be of Mrs. Caroline Miller, Centre tian workers-. The program for S p ecial Officer B attles with Robber. killed. The fatality occurred about
Court.
longing to Miss Susanna Bingham, Square, George Murphy met with a each day will be: 9.30 a.m.,.Bible
Howard T. Mercer, a special 1.30 o ’clock when the storm was at
—Mrs. Catharine Egolf, of Nor who is spending the summer with painful accident. He was drawn Study; 10.30 a. m., address on the officer on the Pennsylvania Railroad, its height. The men had previously
ristown, trolleyed to Pottstown on Mrs. Ella Hobson, took fright while by the rope attached to the hay fork theme of the day; 11.30 a. m., con was fatally shot Monday night at been engaged in cultivating corn on
Saturday to celebrate her ninety - in front of the Hobson home and (used to remove the hay from the ference; 6.30 p. m., Sunset service; midnight in a battle with a freight the big estate, and were driving a
ran away. The animal turned into wagon to the mow) to the peak of 8 p. m., Evening address. The car robber. Mercer was shot three heavy iron farm implement drawn
third birthday anniversary.
the college drive and ran around the barn. From this point he afternoons are left open with the times and died in Charity Hospital, by two splendid horses. When the
—Yeast —-“ Does your wife ever
the college grounds for some time dropped to the floor, a distance of exception of Tuesday and Thursday Norristown, as a result. The robber storm broke the Italians took
sit with her chin resting on her
before being caught. There was 35 feet, sustaining as a result of the afternoons, to be known as “ N eigh who did the shooting escaped when refuge under a cherry tree, leaving
knees?” Crimsonbeak — “ No; my
no one in the! carriage at the time fall a broken nose and a badly borhood Afternoons” when a pro Mercer fell. About midnight Mon the animals stand in the field close
wife seldom sits with her chin rest
and except for damage to the shafts bruised arm.
pram of music and addresses will day night Mercer discovered some to a fence at the top o f' which was
ing at a ll.”—Yonkers Statesman.
do barm resulted.
be presented for the purpose of one trying to open a freight car stretched a long steel wire. A few
—Daniel Brannon is in Norris
giving
the people of the immediate near the plant of the Reading Screw minutes later there came a deafen
R. R. Company Overcomes
town jail, charged with stealing 24
and
adjoining
communities a special Works, in the lower part of Norris ing crash, and lightning struck the
H orse Injured.
Obstruction.
quarts of whisky from a Reading
opportunity
to
take advantage of town. Stealing softly up to the tree under which the men stood,
A valuable bay horse on the farm
The new $200,000 rubber plant, the attractions aDd encouragements fellow he cried, “ I want you.’.’ The
Railway freight car at Bridgeport.
shattering it and killing Patria in
of the Dr. Plush estate, near power house and shipping depart
of
the
Assembly.
Prominent
speak
robber
whipped
out
a
revolver
and
stantly. His companion was thrown
—Over 96 years of age, the father Areola, was much injured in at ment of the J. Ell wood Lee Company
of Jacob Levingood,. of Friedens- tempting to jump over a gate. The of Conshohocken will be located on ers have been engaged to deliver shot Mercer in the breast. The to the ground unconscious and his
burg, assisted in harvesting the animal-got his front quarters over the Righter tract, in Spring Mill. sermons and addresses at the var officer then opened fire but he foot was badly burned. The light
ious conferences of the Assembly. evidently did not hit the robber. ning followed a steel wire bordering
wheat crop.
the gate,' but his hind quarters This is by reason of the action of
The conferences will be under the Mercer fcras picked up afterwards the fence to the spot at which the
—Caught by a rip-saw in a plain? lodged on the pointed pales. A the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, direction of Revs. A. Edwin Keig- by other Pennsy men and taken to
horses stood, 50 feet distant, killing
ing mill, George Shule, director of long, deep gash in the abdomen of which will avail itself of its right of win and Arthur J. Smith, D. D.; the Hospital.
the
two equines instantly. Patria’s
Dr. eminent domain to break the bar
the Royersford Band, bad his hands the horse was the result.
the music will be in charge of Mr.
companion
was removed to the Ger
so badly cut that one of the fingers Bower is treating the seriously in riers which were placed in the way J. Lincoln Hall, director of the
man
Hospital,
in Philadelphia,
Deafness Cannot be Cured
jured animal and he has reason to of the surgical firm by a single
had to be amputated.
music last year; the cornetist is By local applications, as they cannot reach where his foot, deeply and painfully
anticipate recovery.
property owner, who, it was Rev. Edgar V. Laucks, last year’s the diseased portion of the ear. There Is
— Falling into the Schuylkill
burned, is being treated.
claimed,
made exorbitant demands sploist; and the officers directing only one way to cure Deafness, and that is
canal at Royersford, Claude, the 10by
constitntutlonal
remedies.
Deafness
is
for land over which it is necessary the general movement, Rev. A. E. caused by an inflamed condition of the
Life 100,000 Years Ago.
year-old son of George Beard, was
Sees Mother Grow Young.
to
lay a railroad track to the site of Keigwin, D. D., President of Ursi mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube.
Scientists have found in a cave iz Switzer
barely saved from drowning by the
When this tube gets inflamed you have a
“It would be hard to overstate the wonland bones of men who lived 100,000 years the proposed structure.
nus College, Rev. Arthur Smith, rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing, and
heroic efforts of two companions.
—A young sod of Charles Mason,
of No. 1039 Powell street, Norris
town, was run down by a trolley
car and when the car was jacked up
the child was found to be unhurt.
—An automobile, occupied by J.
C. Albright aDd son, of Lancaster,
crashed into a machine of A. J.

ago, when life wa6 in constant danger from
wild beasts. To-day the -danger, as shown
by A. W. Brown, of Alexander, Me., is
largely from deadly disease. “If it had not
been tor Dr. King’s New Discovery, which
cured me, I could not have lived,” he
writes, “suffering as I did from a severe
lung trouble and stubborn cough.” To
cure Sore Lungs, Colds, obstinate Coughs,
and prevent Pneumonia, its the best medi
cine on earth. 50c. and $1.00. Guaranteed
by Joseph W. Culbert, druggist, Collegeville, and M. T. Hunsicker, Ironbridge.
Trial bottle free.

A Night Rider’s Raid.

The worst night riders are calomel, croton
oil or aloes pills. They raid yonr bed to rob
you of rest. Not so with Dr. King’s New
Life Pills. They never distress or incon
venience, but always cleanse the system,
curing Colds, Headache, Constipation, Ma
laria. 35c, at Joseph W. Culbert’s drug
store, Collegevllle, and at M. T. Hunslcker’s
store, Ironbridge.

D. D., of New York City, and Rev.
Calvin D. Yost of CollegeviUe are
the same as last year. The dormi
tories of Ursinus College have been
retained as quarters for those at
tending the Assembly, and a num
ber of tents have been, pitched on
the campus for those who desire to
live out in the open.

when it is entirely closed Deafness is the re
sult, and unless the Inflammation can be
taken out and this tube restored to the nor
mal condition, hearing will be destroyed
forever ; nine cases out of ten are caused by
catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed
condition of the mucous surfaces. We will
give One Hundred Dollars for any case of
Deafness (caused by catarrh) that can
not be cured by taking Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
Send for circulars, free. F<, J. CHENEY
& CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Fills for constipation.

derful change in my mother since she began
to use Electric Bitters,” writes Mrs. W. L.
Gilpatrick of Danforth, Me. “ Although
past 70 she seems really to be growing
young again. She suffered untold misery
from dyspepsia for 20 years. At last she
could neither eat, drink nor sleep. Doctors
gave her up and all remedies failed till
Electric Bitters worked such wonders for
her health.” They invigorate all vital or
gans, cure Liver and Kidney troubles, in
duce sleep, impart streagth and appetite.
Only 50c. at Joseph W. Culbert’s drug
store, Collegevllle, and at M. T. Hunsicker’s
store, Ironbridge.
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LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS, PUBLIC SALES, ETC
Old C hurch.

On Thursday, August 5, the
Silver Spring Presbyterian church,
in Silver Spring township, Cumber
land county, will celebrate its one
hundred and seventy-fifth anniver
sary. Rev. T. J. Ferguson -has
been pastor of this old congregation
for upward of 25 years. When this
church was established Pennsyl
vania was a British province, and
George II was King of England.
W hat a H orse Did.

A horse belonging to C. Eugene
Long, of.Lititz, Pa., performed a
funny stunt one day last week. He
became loose in the stable and
started on an investigating tour.
He found the place where the har
ness is kept, and when his owner
entered the stable the horse had
slipped on the collar and had part
of the harness hanging over his
heck. How he succeeded in putting
on the collar is a mystery.
A Sad Accident.

A sad accident occurred Thurs
day evening at Pottstown, when
Mary, the eighteen months old
daughter of Paul and Mary Osborn,
fell into a tub of water and was
drowned. The child’s mother had
been doing the family washing,
and the little girl was standing
alongside of the tub, dipping her
hand into the water. The mother
left the tub for a few minutes to
bang some of the clothes in the
yard, and upon returning she was
horror stricken at the sight which
she beheld.
Her little daughter
was lying in the tub with her face
downward.
Family Reunion.

The Yost family reunion will be
held this Thursday, July 22, at
Bonnie-Brae park, which is situ
ated between Pboenixville and
Spring City.
Interesting exer
cises have been prepared for the
day while various amusements have
also been arranged.
The tenth annual reunion of the
Bergey Family Association will be
held at Sanatoga park on Saturday,
July 31. The interesting program
for the day will include a history
of the life of Rev. John Bergey by
Rev. Wm. Barnes Lower, D. D.,
and an address by Hon. I. P.
Wanger.
The second annual reunion of the
descendants of Anthony Hallman
will be he.ld at Plymouth Park, on
Thursday, August 5. A business
meeting will be held at 10 o ’clock a.
m. and a program of addresses and
music at 1.30 p. m.
Death of Jo aiah H eebner.

Josiah Heebner, aged 65 years, a
well known and prominent resident
of Worcester township, died at his
home last Friday after a lingering
illness of eight months due to com
plication of diseases. Deceased was
a brother of William Heebner, of
Lansdale and a brother-in-law of exCounty Commissioner Samuel An
ders of Norristown. The funeral took
place on Wednesday. Services and
and interment at the Schwenkfelder
church and cemetery, Worcester.
The deceased was the eldest son of
the late DavidIHeebner, of Lansdale,
who began about forty-five years
ago the manufacture of agricultural
machinery — chiefly horse tread
powers, threshing machines and
feed cutters—a short distance above
Norritonville. The present agri
cultural works at Lansdale is the
outgrowth of the old plant in Wor
cester, where Josiah Heebner con
tinued the manufacturing business
for a number of years after his
father and brother became engaged
in business in Lansdale.

From Gratersford.
The east shore of the Perkiomen
is lined with camps. The Allen
town Y. M. C. A. campers returned
home Tuesday.
Henry Espenship has sold his
farm including crops and imple
ments to a Sir. Brown of Dubois,
who will soon take possession.
Foreman Sherrick and his force
are laying a drain under the rail
road to keep the water off of the
Espenship place.
H. H. Yellis is improving rapidly
and is able to be about.
The boarding bouses are enjoy
ing good patronage and will be
filled during August.
Geo. Dunn is on a fishing trip to
Anglesea.
The annual fishing trip to Swamp
creek took place Tuesday.

Correspondence.
The Public Roads.
D ear E ditor :—I have read the

excellent letter in last week’s issue,
written by my friend Mr. Spang.
I have no exception to take to his
plea in behalf of the macadamized
road, but I want to suggest that the
dirt roads, with which the ordinary
farmer (who pays the bulk of the
taxes) is obliged to be content,
should also be considered.
Let
there be a fair apportionment.
Many of these roads during the
winter season would disgrace Pata
gonia ! Surely these plain people,
as Abraham Lincoln termed them,
are entitled to some consideration.
For myself I am interested in both
directions, having considerable
frontage on each kind of road, but
why should so much money be ex
pended on macadamized roads,
which automobilists destroy at the
expense of the local taxpayers ?
Respectfully yours,
H enry K. B oyer.

Items From Trappe;

Ironbridge Echoes.
Miss Grace Kline of this village
and Miss N. Harrison pf Consbohocken are spending their vacation
near Scranton.
Mrs. Hofman of Honey brook is
visiting her mother Mrs. Maria
Hunsicker.
Several evenings ago the teams of
Mr. Miller and Mr. Dunlap collided
and the occupants were thrown out.
Both horses ran away and the
carriages were demolished. No one
was seriously hurt.
Mrs. Clayton Hunsicker and son,
of Boston, are visiting Mr. Philip
Hunsicker and family.
Mr. Geist, of Allentown, is visit
ing M. T. Hunsicker and family.
Mrs. Ella Hart and Miss May
Anderson, of Philadelphia, visited
here recently.
Mr. K. Davis, of Conshobocken
was a visitor here the other day.
Mr. and Mrs. Kaiser and family,
of Philadelphia, are spending the
week with Wilmer Hunsicker.

Mr. Shotz and family, of Phila Evansburg and Vicinity.
delphia, took possession of the
Miss Lillian Haines of West
Rambo property on School street.
Chester is spending several weeks
The annual picnic of the Re with Imogene Ballentine.
formed Sunday School will be held
Mr. Wm. Wanner and family and
at the White City this Thursday.
Mrs. Wm. Slifer and son spent Sun
Annual services in the old Luth day with Wm. Straus and family.
eran church edifice will be held on
Mrs. Jacob Davis is spending
the first . Sunday in August. Rev. some time with friends in Phila
Dr. Jacobs, Dean of the Theological delphia.
Seminary at Mount Airy will preach
Miss Florence Miller of Philadel
the morning sermon. Further par phia spent Sunday with her aunt,
ticulars later.
Mrs. Mary Champlin.
Mr. and Mrs. George Rambo visi
The M. E. Sunday School will
ted Ringing Rocks park, Sunday. hold their annual picnic at Ringing
They were accompanied by Mr. and Rocks park on August 14.
Mrs. Jacob Fry and daughter, of
Miss Hannah Bean of Norris
Mingo.
town visited Miss Alice Cassel
Rev. S. M. Hench attended the berry on Sunday.
Reformed church reunion at Pen
Mr. and Mrs. Wright of Phila
Mar last week.
delphia, spent Sunday with Mrs.
On Wednesday of this week our Bingham.
Mr. Winfield Place and family, of
oldest citizen, Dr. J. Warren Royer,
completed his 89th year. The Dr. Camden, N. J. are visiting Henry
is in his usual good health. He is Fegley and family.
remarkably well preserved, phys
Master Richard Weber spent
ically and mentally, and bis many several days last week visiting
admiring friends hope that he will Masters Philip and Ernest McGee,,
live on in good health and round of Roxborough.
out a century.
A family reunion was held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. J. Calvin
Umstead on Saturday afternoon and
evening. About seventy relatives
and friends were present from
Norristown, Philadelphia, and other
places, and all heartily enjoyed the
social amenities of the happy event.
Refreshments were served on the
lawn, which was illuminated by
Japanese lanterns.
The festival held by the Luther
League on-the lawn of the Lutheran
church, Saturday evening, was well
attended and liberally patronized.
It was a delightful social event and
a success financially.
The gross
proceeds amounted to $160. Music
was furnished by the Sehwenksville band.

Jottings From Limerick.
The U. E. Sunday School will ex
cursion to the White City o d Satur
day, July 31. Car will leave Lim
erick at 8 a. m. Fare, round trip,
40 cents; children, 20 cents. All
invited to go along.
Alex. Saylor is on the sick list.
The “ big show” that held forth
here Saturday night left for Stowe.
The L. A. C. defeated the
Methodist ball team of Royersford
at that place, Saturday afternoon,
by a score of 31 to 7. The Royersforders changed pitchers four times.
Another change might have run up
the score to fifty.
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Weidenbach have taken possession of one
of H. L. Porr’s houses.
Mrs. Harry C. Poley returned on
Saturday after a week’s visit to
Chalfont.
The L. A. C. will cross bats with
the Ursinus Juniors on Saturday
afternoon on the Limerick grounds.
Mrs. Blanch Sawyer and daugh
ter Kathryn, of New York, and
Mrs. Harry Mitchner, of Spring
City were the guests of R. Scbeffey
on Sunday.
Mrs.. R. R. Nace, of Bowie, Md.,
spent Saturday and Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Porr.
Miss Emma Porr spent Monday
at Collegeville.
Misses Edna B. Kline and Mar
tha Linderman spent Thursday
with Carolyn Rambo near Linfield.
Robert Smith, of Philadelphia, is
visiting here.

and early frosts;, and a farmer down
here (Merion) says he don’t brag of
his corn crop until husked.
. Gen. R. B. Beath, of Philadelphia,
and his wife visited Valley Forge
park Friday. Gen. Beath' was one
of the original 88tb Regt. Penna.
Volunteer boys of ’61 and lost a leg
in the war—a eulogy for patriotism.
He called on us at our stone hut.
He will go to Salt Lake City to the
National Encampment of the G. A.
R. to be held there in August, and
will be back in time for the reunion
of the 88th, to be held at Belmont in
September.
Three distinguished personages
visited the park on Thursday: Sen
ators Cummings, Rrown and Dixon.
They were greatly surprised when
they came here as they expected to
see a small sheep pasture enclosed
with a whitewashed fence, and act
ually got lost and had to call on the
foreman to help them out. Nothing
like getting lost in your Uncle
Samuel’s patrimony. We wouldn’t
mind getting lost about every other
day.
Colonel Nicholson and Cape were
over the park Friday.
' The pen is mightier than the
sword; but you can’t say the auto
mobile is mightier than the horse,
when the ’mobile gets stuck,
Mrs. Brown, wife of Conductor
Brown of the Pennsylvania R. R.,
celebrated the 51st anniversary of
her birth Sunday, and many of her
friends called around to remind
her of it.
Christie Carmack, of Port Provi
dence, has a new automobile,
Mitchell make. He is with John
Vanderslice in the automobile busi
ness in Pboenixville. His wife and
daughter will visit Mrs. Carmack’s
parents in Ohio, starting on Mon
day.
Awaiting the decision of the tariff
conferrees the Philadelphia Base
Ball Club fail to score, but almost
won a game at Pittsburg.
The Oaks Base Ball Club were to
play a game with the Mont Clare
Seconds, but they waited so many
seconds for them to put in aD ap
pearance it was sundown and too
late to play a game.
Mrs. Ben Groome has been in
poor health, but is getting better.
Miss Helen Davis returned from
a visit to friends in Philadelphia on
Sunday.
The Oaks Firemen will hold a
festival in their hall at Oaks this
Saturday evening, July 24.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnell and son of
Philadelphia, and Mr. and Mrs.
Springer, were the guests of Mrs.
George Brown at the din«er given
her in honor of her 51st birthday,
Sunday.

FROM OAKS.
After a protracted season of dry
weather prepared expressly for the
farmer to garner his grain, as they
do not expect any relief from the
tariff, a thunder shower visited us
Thursday evening, and as it was
Saint Swithin’s Day, if it did not
rain we’d be undone. No matter if
it was a little late and waited until
evening, it was a Saint Swithin’s
Day rain. That was the day Mrs.
Caudle wanted to visit her mother
and it rained.
Her hubby had
loaned to the last of three since
Christmas, and when his dearie
wanted an umbrella there was none,
and so she gave Mr. C. a lecturing,
beating a suffragette way out in the
shade. Lend that man an umbrella
and let your poor wife walk over to
mother’s in the rain to catch her
death of cold. There was nothing
about that man to Spoil, but it was
Saint Swithin’s Day and nobody
would venture out that day without
an umbrella; not even to take a
horse to the blacksmith shop to get
shod, no matter how badly it needed
shoeing. The next day early in the
afternoon we were treated to a
thunder shower. It rained lively
at Betzwood, Oaks and several
other places, but the weather man
forgot there was a place on the map
known as Geiseburg, for they only
had a mist.
Lawyer Frank Gumbes went away
Saturday morning with his golf
sticks, but didn’t say he was en
route for Beverly, Mass., to play
President Taft a game of golf or
just a sociable game with his
friends. He remarked be caught
fourteen bass, all of good size, down
below the dam in the Perkiomen.
Perkiomen is a busy place and
lots of building going on. Charles
Brower has built a nice house, and
Zell and Hoppe will build shortly.
Norris Dettra will build out of con
crete blocks. Oaks only beats us
one with a Fire Hall, but we may
get a City Hall here next. If Hoppe
comes down here we will have the
Free Library handy.
Perkiomen
avenue will be the avenue in time
to come.
Workmen are busy with the drain
and repairing the buildings at the
brick works, and it is thought
brick making will begin shortly.
The force, however, are mostly
Italians who are employed there.
The Y. M. C. A. boys have been
encamped along the river for some
time.
Iryin Keyser has his harvesting
well under way and is threshing
bis wheat; says it does not bushel
up like at other seasons, and thinks
the great blow of great crops is
much of it wind. He began at his
oats, Monday. The corn crop prom
ises a big yield, but our estimate of
how many bushels would be more
sensible to wait until *the corn is
cut and in shocks, as there is at
times bad storms of bail and wind

PRODUCE QUOTATIONS.
Th« Latest Closing Prices For Produce
and Live 8toek.
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR quiet;
winter low grades, $4.25 04.75; wintei
clear, $4.90 0 5.25; city mills, fancy
$6.7506.90.
RYE FLOUR quiet; per barrel,
$4.6504.76.
WHEAT steady; new, No. 2 red,
$ 1. 20.

CORN steady; No. 2 white, local
78% ©80c.
OATS firm; No. 2 white, clipped,
67%©58c.; lower grades, 56%c.
HAY firm; timothy, large bales, pel
ton, $17017.50.
POULTRY: Live steady; hens, 16
016% c.; old roosters, 11c. Dressed
steady; choice fowls, 17c,; old roost
ers, 12c.
BUTTER firm; extra creamery,
28029c. per lb.
EGOS steady; selected, 26 0 28c.;
nearby, 2314c.; western, 23tic.'
POTATOES steady; new, per bar
rel, 90 c. ©62. _________
Live 8tock Markets.
PITTSBURG (Union Stock Yards)—
CATTLE lower; choice, $6.5006.75;
prime, $6.1506.40.
SHEEP lower; prime wethers, $5@
5.20; culls and common, $1.50®3,
lambs, $407; veal calves, $8.5009.
HOGS lower; prime heavies. $8.50
mediums, $8.8008.35: heavy Yorkers,
$8.26 0 8.30; light Yoncers, $8.150 8.30;
pigs, $7.9008.10; roughs, $6. 6007.50.
E BONDHOLDERS OF
TROT HATPEHIDMONTGOMERY
COUNTY
TRANSIT CO.
The undersigned have constituted them
selves a protective committee and invite
various holders of the bonds issued by the
Montgomery County Rapid Transit Com
pany to deposit their bonds with said
committee, who, acting under the advice
of counsel, will afford all the protection
possible against such course and action as
will lead to a sacrifice and destruction of
the property upon which said bonds are
secured.
We warn all holders of bonds against
depositing them with the Bankers Cor
poration Company, of Reading, Pa., or
any committee representing or acting in
its behalf, as we are satisfied its interests
are against the protection of bondholders.
We are prepared to receive the deposit
of bonds and issue for them proper re
ceipts.
NICHOLAS H. LARZELERE, ESQ.,
Counsel fob C ommittee .

JOHN F. LEDERACH,
ALVIN C. ALDERFER,
DANIEL M. ANDERS,
C ommittee .

Note:—The bonds can be delivered to
John F. Lederach, Lederachville, Pa., or to
Alvin C. Alderfer, Harleysville, Pa., or to
Daniel M. Anders, No. 31 Boyer Arcade,
Norristown, Pa.
7-22
O ST !
A purse containing $34, between Col
L
legeville station and Ftenton’s stone. A
liberal reward for the recovery of the con
tents. Apply at
7-8-8t.
THIS OFFICE.

O ST !
L
A suit case from an automobile be
tween Ironbridge and Trappe. Finder will
communicate with ARTHUR BROCK,
511 Bullitt Building, Phila., Pa., and re
ceive liberal reward.
7-8-

E A P IN G .
I am prepared to reap oats.
WINFIELD HARLEY, Trappe, Pa.

Ri

P IJBLIC SALE OF

FRESH COWS!

arm w a n ted .
Wanted, a farm. Address
7-15-3t.
P. O. BOX 15, Collegeville, Pa.

F

Will be sold at public sale on THURS
DAY, JULY 22, 1909, a t Porr’s hotel,
Limerick Square, 50 choice fresh cows—one
A rack belonging' to rear part of carload from Lebanon county and one car
wagon, near Collegeville station. Finder load from W. Va., and 2 fine stock bulls.
will report to the undersigned and receive Gentlemen, I have selected a big lot of
superior cows for you to inspect, bid on,
reward.
HENRY FEGLEY,
Lower Providence P. O.
Evansburg. and buy. They are well bred, well shaped,
and milk and butter producers that will
please you, because they are money
makers. Don’t miss this opportunity.
ORD WOOD FOR SALE.
About 35 cords of OAK AND HICK Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions by
JONAS P. TTSHER.
ORY WOOD, $2.00 per cord. Also lot of
F. H. Peterman, auct.
sawdust $1 for 2-borse load. Apply to
, ISAAC D. TYSON,
6-3-6t.
. Half-mile west of Trappe.
p l I B I . l t ’ SALE OF

L

o st.

C

o r sa le.

F
old.

7-22.

FRESH COWS!

A pair of Angora goats, 8 months
Apply to
JONAS CASSEL, Trappe, Pa.

Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY,
AUGUST 2, 1909, at the Sunnyside Stock
Farm, Trooper, Pa., one carload of fresh
and a few springers. These cows
Custer’s Bakery,
Collegeville, Pa. cows
have been selected with great care from
the farms of Clarion county. Pa., and are
the kind in shape, size and milk producing
OTATOES FOR SALE.
Early new potatoes: Large size, $1.00 qualities to meet the requirements of
per bushel; smaller size, 80 cents per farmers and dairymen. Your patronage
is solicited. Sale at 1.30 p. m. Condi
bushel. Apply to
tions by
JOS. T. HALLMAN.
JAMES A. STEVENS.
Black Rock Road,
Near Trappe. David Kratz, auct. J. J. Hartman, clerk.
7-15.
IJBLIC BALE OF
o r sale.
My Rose Comb Brown Leghorns are
from beyond the Mississippi. I will sell
* FRESH COWS!
selected eggs for hatching during balance
of season, $2.75 per hundred; 45 cents for LOT OF BULLS AND SHOATS. SHEEP
15. Fertility guaranteed.
AND LAHBS AT PRIVATE SALE.
PARKER’S POULTRY YARD,
5-6.
Trappe, Pa.
.
A Velox bicycle, as good as new.
F
Apply to
W. B. UMSTEAD,
or sa le

P

P

F

is y
-VTOTICE TO TAXPAYERS.
The School and Borough tax dupli
cates are now in the hands of the under
signed collector. All persons who shall
within sixty days from July 15, 1909,
make payment of any taxes charged
against them in said duplicate shall be
entitled to a reduction of 5 per cent, from
the amount thereof, and all persons who
sball fail to make payment of any taxes
charged against them in said duplicate for
six months after notice given as aforesaid
shall be charged 5 per cent, additional on
taxes charged against them, which shall
be added thereto by said collector.
The collector will receive the above
taxes at his residence
F. C. PRIZER, Collector.
Collegeville, July 22, 1909.

A

n o r d in a n c e

PROVIDING FOB TH E LICENSING OF
CONCERTS, MOVING PICTUB6 SHOWS, TH EAT
RICAL EXHIBITIO NS, SKATING R IN K S, SHOOT
IN G GALLERIES, BQWLING ALLEYS, CIR
CUSES, MENAGERIES, WILD WEST 8HOW 8,
MOUNTEBANKS AND JUGGLERS A N D OTHER
FORMS OF AMUSEMENT SHOWS A N D EXHIBI
TIONS, A ND EXHIBITING T H E SAME W ITHIN
TH E BOROUGH OF COLLEGEVILLE, P E N N 
SYLVANIA, WITHOUT FIRST PROCURING A
LICENSE THEREFOR.

Section 1. Be it enacted and ordained
by the Burgess and corporation of the
Borough of Collegeville, in the county of
Montgomery and State of Pennsylvania,
in Council assembled, and it is hereby en
acted and ordained by the authority of
the same, That on and after August 10th,
A. D. 1909, it shall be unlawful to give,
bold, perform or exhibit any play, specta
cle, concert, moving picture show, theat
rical exhibition, circus, menagerie, wild
west show, shows or exhibitions given by
tnountekanks and jugglers, or to con
struct any roller skating rink, shooting
gallery or bowling alley, or any other
theatrical entertainment, show or exhibi
tion, whatsoever, within the limits of the
aforesaid Borough of Collegeville, with
out first obtaining a license for the same
from the said Burgess in the amount and
manner as hereinafter specified, the
moneys received from said licenses to be
paid over by the Burgess to the Borough
Treasurer for the use of the Borough on
or before the first Monday of March in
each and every year.
Section 2. Where such exhibitions or
any of them shall be held within a build
ing the amounts to be charged for such
license for the period of one year, shall be
as follows;
Where the seating capacity Is equal
to or exceeds 600 persons ..........$26.
Where the seating capacity Is less
than 600 persons.......................... $26
For a rolling skating rink.................$26.
For a shooting gallery....................... $26.
For a bowling alley........................... $26.
For any other amusement, show,
concert, or exhibition within a
building...................................... ,$26.'
For a circus or menagerie................. $60.
For a Wild West or other similar
show .......................................... $60
For all other traveling shows,
troupes or other exhibitions not
given in buildings.......................$60.

Section 3. The amounts above pre
scribed for licenses for all traveling shows
not given in a building or buildings shall
be for one day only, the same rates to ap
ply for each and every subsequent day
said traveling show shall exhibit in said
borough.
Section 4. All concerts, shows and ex
hibitions given in churches, colleges or
school bouses, for religious, educational
or charitable purposes, as well as lectures
on scientific or moral subjects, whether
illustrated by moving pictures or not,
shall not be required to pay said license
charges.
Section 5. No person or persons,
whether licensed as aforesaid or not, shall
be permitted to perform or exhibit in the
aforesaid Borough of Collegeville any
play, show, spectacle, moving picture or
theatrical entertainment, ornamental or
artificial curiosity, unless the same be of a
decent or moral tendency.
Section 6. Nothing herein contained,
.however, shall be construed to give the
right to any licensee to operate under such
license on Sunday; but, on the contrary,
all such shows, entertainments, exhibi
tions and amusements specified in Section
1 hereof, are hereby expressly prohibited
from being carried on, exhibited or kept
open on Sunday, under penalty of for
feiture of any license granted hereunder in
addition to the penalty hereinafter pro
vided.
Section 7. Any person or persons who
shall perform or exhibit any play, sbowj
spectacle, moving picture or theatrical
entertainment, or the owner or owners of
any building or buildings who shall allow
the same to be so done, without first hav
ing obtained a license as aforesaid, be,
she or they so offending shall, on con
viction thereof before the Burgess or any
Justice of the Peace of said Borough, for
feit and pay a fine not exceeding fifty dol
lars, a t the discretion of the Burgess or a
Justice of the Peace of said Borough, and
in default of payment thereof to be sent
enced to imprisonment in the borough
lock-up or county jail not exceeding five
days.
Section 8. All ordinances or parts of
ordinances inconsistent herewith be and
the same are hereby repealed.
Ordained and enacted into an ordinance
at the Council Chamber of said Borough
this 16th day of July, A. D. 1909.
H. R. MILLER,
President of Town Council.
Attest:—H. H. KOONS,
Secretary of Town Council:
Approved this seventeenth day of July,
1909
HENRY H. FETTEROLF, Burgess.
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Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY,
AUGUST 2, 1909, at Beckman’s hotel,
Trappe, 20 fresh cows, 5 yearling bulls,
and 40 shoats weighing from 75 to 150pounds. Lot of sheep and lambs at pri
vate sale. All from Clarion county. Gen
tlemen, this is a load of extra good stock.
The cows are of good size, have calves by
their sides, and are big baggers and milk
ers. The bulls, large enough for service,
are well bred, and the shoats are the kind
I always bring, and just what you want
for the early market. AU in need of good
stock don’t miss this opportunity $o be
well suited. Sale at 2 o’clock, sharp, on
Monday, August 2. Conditions by
G. W. SEANOR.
W. M. Pierson, auct. A. T. Allebach, clerk.
p V B L I C SALE OF

FRESH COWS!
LOT OF PERSONAL PROPERTY!

®

e n
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Will be sold a t public sale on MONDAY,
JULY 26,1909, a t Perkiomen Bridgehotel,
30 fresh cows direct from Centre county.
Gentlemen, I will ’have a lot of choice
cows for your inspection and bids. They
have the large miik and butter producing
qualities you are looking for. Don’t miss
the opportunity. Sale at 2.30 p. m., right
after sale of farming implements below
mentioned.
J. W. MITTERLING.
L. H. Ingram, auct. J.|W. S. Gross, clerk.
Also at the same time and place will he
sold the following farming implements:
Mowing machine, large plank roller, Syr
acuse plow, springtootn harrow, corn
planter, corn marker, feed cutter, rubbertired top buggy, steel-tired top buggy,
grindstone, lawn mower, 30- gallon farm
ers’ boiler, 2 sets lead harness, 2 heavy
Irish collars, set light harness, stable
blankets, halters, fly straps, wheelbarrow,
carriage pole, double Hues, traces, wine
press, vinegar barrels. All the implements
and harness above specified are as good
as new, having been used only one season.
Sale at 1 o’clock, sharp. Conditions: cash
at close of sale.
L. H. INGRAM, Auctioneer.
Y fO T IC E TO TAXPAYERS.
J3I The School Tax duplicate for the
year 1909, for the Township of Upper
Providence, has been placed in the hands
of the undersigned collector. All persons
who shall within sixty (60) days from
July 2,1909, make payment of any taxes
charged against them ’ in said duplicate,
shall be entitled to a reduction of five per
centum from the amount thereof; and all
persons who shall fail to make payment
of any taxes charged against them in said
duplicate on or before the 3lst day of
December, shall be charged five per cent,
additional on the taxes charged against
them, which will be added thereto. Cor
respondence to receive attention must in
all cases be accompanied by postage for
reply. The Collector will be a t the follow
ing places to receive said tax:
At Black Rock, August 19, from 2 to 6
p. m.
At Mr. Detwiler’s Blacksmith Shop,
August 20, from 1 to 5 p. m.
At Brower’s Store, Port Providence*
August 24, from 9 to 11 a. m.
At Durham’s, Mont Clare, August 24.
from 2 to 6 p. m.
At Mingo Creamery, August 26, from £
to 5 p. m.
At Lamb Hotel, Trappe, August 27,
from 1 to 5 p. m.
At my home, Green Tree, near Oaks,
August 30 and 31, all day.
JOSEPH UMSTEAD,
Collector of Upper Providence Township.
7-22-6t.
.
Two private residences, one contain
F
ing twelve rooms, the pther seven,
o r m ale

rooms and attic, located a tl
Graterford, Montgomery county, j
and fronting on both the mamJI
road and Perkiomen creek. One block
from railroad station. At present the
summer residence of Frank I. Wintz. Full
information can be had at premises or
7-8.
1618 N. 27th ST., PHILA., PA.

Alieva Brothers
Who have the largest Tailor Shop
in Norristown,
---- HAVE O PENED A ------

Branch Shop in Collegeville
ABOVE POST - OFFICE,
A nd a re now R ea d y to RENO
VATE CLOTHING IN A
FIRST-CLASS
MANNER.
We do altering, repairing, relining, clean
ing, pressing, scouring, French dry clean
ing, and steam dyeing, of all kinds of
ladies’ and gents’ clothes at a very reason
able rate,’and guarantee to do first-class
work. We also make suits to order, to
the very latest style. Goods called for
and delivered.

ALLEVA BROTHERS, Collegeyille, Pa.
P. O. Box, 30. Bell ’Phone, No. 26-A.

SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY.

The Boy and
the Celebrity
By Fanny Medbury Pendleton.
C o p y rig h ted , 1909, by A sso c ia te d
L ite r a r y P re ss .

Every sojourner In the apartment
house knew him as the boy. He had
come to the city to wrest success from
the hands of fate. His capital con
slated, first, 'o f dreams, of which he
had an unlimited supply, and, second,
of a small Income, ju st sufficient to
pay the rent of his two rooms and to
keep him from a rough contact with
the realities of life.
Although these stern realities were
all about him, he regarded them from
afar because be had never been forced
to grapple with them.
Day after day he bent over the keys
of his typewriter, transferring to pa
per a cloud of visions that were then
hidden in long envelopes and took
wing to the literary market, whence
too often they fluttered back.
Still be wrote on, and his dreams
rose as a bulwark against the buffets
of the world, and his cheerful ^ace
smiled a t life.
Among the many other dwellers in
the house was the little music teacher
across the hall, who squeezed barely
enough income from the world to keep
together her slender body and her gen
tle soul.
H er face was young and sweet, but
the struggle w ith life had set its work
wupon it, and she sometimes envied the
boy his cheerful face, though she took
herself to task most sternly for har
boring such unworthy thoughts.
The boy thought little of his neigh
bor, although he always liked to listen
In the evening when her sweet voice
and the notes of her old piano floated
across the hall.
This afternoon the boy’s mind was
busy with quite another person than
the music teacher.
“I wonder,” he said to himself, “if
she’ll wear them. Of course she’ll nev
er know from whom they came.”
A wistful line deepened between his
eyes.
“Of course she’ll never know,” he

SHE BAISKD A

STARTLED
KNOCK.

FACE AT HIS

repeated, with a little sigh. “She
must have any number of admirers.”
He straightened his square shoul
ders as though to shake off an invisi
ble burden.
“She is so beautiful and so success
ful. I wouldn’t w ant her to know.”
He wrapped his package carefully
and sought the Janitor, whom he re
quested to act in the capacity of mes
senger.
The man looked a t the boy with
amiable tolerance . ; Every one was
amiable with the boy.
“Hello!” he called after him. “You
haven’t told me which lady on your
hall.”
The boy turned with flushed cheeks
and shy eyes.
“Why,” he said, “she”— He could
not bring himself to speak her stage
name. It jarred upon him, and he
shrank from confessing that he did
not know her real one. The amused
eye of the janitor was upon him, and
he threw up his head with sudden, un
wonted dignity.
“Please take it to the beautiful sing
er,” he said proudly.
That evening the boy pictured the
celebrity pressing her fair face in the
fragrant violets. Would she wear
'them? He opened his door and walk
ed down the long hall to the window
a t the end. His eyes were on the door
of the celebrity’s sitting room. Pres
ently she would come out on her way
to the theater.
She was most lovely in the big black
velvet hat and lace veil, and without
the veil, thought he, she must be
lovelier far. His eyes were bright
when her door opened and a woman
looked out into the hall.
She wore a soiled kimono, her
cheeks were lined and sallow, her hair
was only half arranged, and in her
•lands she held a string of auburn
puffs. The boy gazed at her with
Istartled eyes. W ith a horrible sinkling of the heart, he recognized the
icelebrity.
j Gone were the rosy visions; gone
Iwas his golden haired Ideal whom he
ihad worshioed from afar as the per

sonification of youth and beauty. The
real woman was worn, and there was
something In her face that, checked
the boy more than even her slatternly
attire. The door closed, and he fled.
As he groped his way through the
darkness of his sitting room he trod
on the pages of his latest manuscript
th at had fallen to the floor, but he did
not heed. Throwing himself into an
armchair, he leaned against the table
and buried his face in his arms.
For a long time he sat In the dark
ness. He thought of his violets now
only with a feeling of self disgust.
Suddenly the soft strains of “Annie
Laurie” fell on his ears, played and
sung by the girl across the hall. He
raised his face and listened. A sud
den contrast rose before him—the hard
features he had seen and the sweet,
modest face of his little neighbor. -He
obeyed a sudden impulse th at brought
him to his feet and sent him across
the hall. The door was ajar.
The strains of the old song had
ceased, but the girl was still sittia
before the piano, her face burled 1
the fragrance of a bowl of violets.
She raised a startled face a t his
knock, but a t sight of the boy her
face brightened. He looked a t her in
wonder—a t the smooth coils of her
soft brown hair—and marveled, that
the garish gold had ever seemed so
fair.
“Oh,” she said, “I have had such a
lovely present!” And, lifting the vio
lets, she took a long, luxurious sniff.
“I don’t know who sent them. Just
think, the janitor said they were for
the sweet singer.” And she laughed
happily.
There was something in the boy’s
face that startled her.
“Oh,” she cried, “did you—I believe
you sent them!”
The boy laughed in a light hearted
way that quite surprised him.
“I am glad you like them,” he said.
"They are like you somehow—the vio
lets.”
The girl’s eyes filled with a sudden
moisture, and she held out an im
pulsive little hand.
“Oh, you don’t know!” she said. “I
was tired and lonely, and I love flow
ers. I feel so very helpless some
times.” She finished with a tremulous
laugh.
The boy stepped to where she sat
and laid a gentle hand on her shoulder.
“Little girl,” he said softly, “you sin,~
all the old songs. Let us try together
the one th at says th e first sweet vio
lets of early spring.’ ”
And on the ear of the celebrity as
she came forth from her room, the lat
est “song hit” under her arm, fell the
sweet strains of “Oh, Promise Me!”
Tasting the Climate.
The summer climate of Alaska is
often described as possessing a charm
and fascination which cannot be de
scribed In words. Nevertheless in
Alaska, the Great Country,” Ella
Higginson tells of an old Klondike:who declared th at one could “jus:
taste Alaska climate.”
“It tastes different every hundred
miles,” he declared, with th at beam
of the eye which means love of Alaska
in the heart. “You begin to taste It In
Grenville channel. It tasted different
a t Skagway, and there’s a big change
when you get to White Horse.
“I golly! At White Horse you’ll think
you never tasted anything like it. but
it don’t hold a candle there to the way
it tastes going down the Yukon.
“If you happen to get into the a r’tie
circle, say, about 2 in the morning, you
address yourself and kike out on deck,
and you can taste more’n climate. You
can taste the ar’tic circle itself. Say.
can you guecs what it tastes like?”
I could not guess what the arctic cir
cle tasted like and frankly confessed
it.
“Well, say. It tastes like icicles made
out of them little blue flowers you call
voylets. I picked some out from un
der the snow once and' et ’em. There
was moisture froze all bver ’em, so I
know how they taste, and th at’s the
way the ar’tic circle tastes.
“Just you remember when you get
to the circle an’ say, straight goods, if
Cyanide Bill ain’t right.”
Remarkable Reasons For Duels.
Colonel Montgomery was shot in a
duel about a dog, Colonel Ramsey in
one about a servant, Mr. Featherstone
in one about a recruit, Sterne’s father
in one about a goose, and another gen
tleman in one about a bottle of an
chovies. One officer was challenged
for merely asking his opponent to
pass him a goblet. Another was com
pelled to fight about a pinch of snuff.
General Barry was challenged by a
Captain Smith for declining wine at a
dinner on a steamboat, although the
general pleaded as an excuse that
wine invariably made him sick, and
Lieutenant Cowther lost his life in a
duel because he was refused admit
tance to a club of pigeon shooters.
In 1777 a duel occurred in New York
between Lieutenant Featherstonehaugh
of the Seventy-fifth and Captain Mc
Pherson of the Forty-second British
regiment in regard to the maimer of
eating an ear of corn, one contending
th at the eating was from the cob and
the other contending that the grain
should be cut off from the cob before
eating. Lieutenant Featherstonehaugh
lost his right arm, the bail from biS
antagonist’s pistol shattering the limb
fearfully, so much so th at it had to be
amputated. Major Noah lost his life
in 1827 a t the dueling ground at Hobo
ken in a simple dispute about what
was trumps in a game of cards.—Lon
don Chronicle.
Getting Ready For Dry Territory.
“I am drinking four quarts of water
I day.”
“For your health?”
“No.”
“Because you like it?"
“Not exactly. Ju st in training foi
mv trio sooth.”

J^ O T IC E TO TAXPAYERS:

A TRAGIC EXPERIENCE.
Th* Climax of a Women’s Return Trip
to Her Home.
A New York woman had a curious
and tragic experience, one th at seems
more like a grewsome page from
French fiction than the plain recital of
fa c t
This woman started out with her
husband to accompany him part way
on a business trip he was taking to
a southern city. It was arranged that
she should stop to visit so&e friends
a t a point about halfway on the jour
ney and after a two days’ stay should
proceed and rejoin her husband at his
destination and return with him. She
made her visit and when she reached
the town where she had expected to
meet her husband found that he was
not at the hotel where he had been
stopping, but had left hurriedly for
New York the day before. She waited
long enough to send telegrams to her
husband’s office and to their house in
New York asking if he had arrived
and to receive a negative answer from
each place.
Concluding that he had been unable
to reach her by telegraph while she
was on the road, she decided to return
home: She was disappointed, but not
a t all perturbed, as she journeyed
northward. She had to change cars
twice on the way. Each change in
volved a wait of ten or fifteen min
utes a t a small junction town. As she
was pacing up and down the station
platform at each of these places she
saw a big, pine fovered coffin box un
loaded from the express car and put
aboard the northbound train. At Jer
sey City the same box was being un
loaded, and it crossed the ferry with
her In a hearse. She noted idly that
one of the hearse homes was white
and .the other black, she went first
to her husband’s office, but the hour
was late in the afternoon, and it was
closed. Then she went uptown to her
home.
As she was about to enter the apart
ment house a hearse drawn by a
white horse and a black one drove up.
and the undertaker climbed down and
pressed the button below her name on
the row of call bells at the entrance.
She asked him what It meant. Think
ing she was some inquiring stranger,
the undertaker told her th at he was
bringing home the body of a man who
had died on a train near the city
whence she had just come and that
the undertaker who had taken charge
of the body had forwarded It in com
pliance with the dying man’s request.
In a daze the Woman asked the dead
man’s name. Then she fell fainting
to the floor. It was her husband.—
New York Press.

JUSTICE IN HAITI.
Why a Trader Was Consigned to Jail
by a Magistrate.
In most lands that maintain a court
of justice the institution commands
the respect of the public. It hks in
its hands the means of securing an
outward show of respect under any
circumstances. In Haiti this power
appears to be made a source of rev
enue, according to a story told by H.
Prichard in “Where Black Rules
White.”
A Haitian owed a trader $28. A
judgment requiring the Haitian to pay
$4 a week into court was given, and
the trader agreed to send a messenger
to the magistrate every week for the
money.
In due. time he sent for the first in
stallment and was informed th at the
Haitian had not paid up, but that he
should be put in prison for his failure.
Three weeks passed with the same
result One morning the Haitian went
to the trader’s store. What good, he
asked, would come to the trader if he,
poor man. were thrown into prison?
Let the trader forgive him his debt
and earn thereby untold rewards In a
future state.
After some talk the trader gave him
a letter of remission, which he went
off to present to the magistrate. The
affair was settled, but the Haitian was
struck by the bad grace with which
the magistrate dismissed him.
He forthwith returned to the trader
and asked him if he had received the
$8 already paid into court. The trader
looked surprised and said that he had
received nothing.
“Then, since you have remitted the
debt, that $8 is mine,” said the Hai
tian.
Accordingly he went to the court to
present his claim. The magistrate ah
once committed him to prison. A con
sul who had heard the story asked the
magistrate what the man was sent to
prison for.
“For contempt of co u rt” was the
reply.
Where Tipping Is Tabooed.
It may be interesting to mention
that it is neither customary nor advis
able to give tips anywhere west of the
Sierra Madres. I did it on two occa
sions and in both cases learned to my
regret that the waiters became so fa
miliar with the guests and slack in
their services both to myself aDd oth
ers that they were discharged from
their employment by the Mexican pro
prietor, whose watchful eye discovered
the lax attention pretty quickly and
without complaint from the visitors.
I felt very uncomfortable about It, for
my Intended kindness was in both In
stances the root of the trouble.—Out
ing Magazine.
What It Looks Like.
Little Elsie, aged three, -who was
walking in the garden with her nurse
one evening, caught sight of the thin
crescent of the new moon hanging low
In the west and exclaimed in'great ex
citement: “Oh, look, look, nursle! The
moon’s all gone away and there isn’t
anything left but just its skin !*’—De
lineator.

COUNTY TAXE8.
In pursuance to an act of Assembly approved
March 17, 1868, and supp ementary Acts thereto,
the Treasurer of Montgomery county will meet
the. taxpayers of said county at the following
named places and time for *the purpose of re
ceiving tbe county, state and dog taxes for the
t year 1909, assessed in their respective districts,

; viz*

1

POttstown Borough, Sixth and Seventh
wards, at the public house of Maurice Gilbert,
1 hursday, J uly 22, from 8 to 12 m.
Upper Fottsgrove Township, at the public
!r0^ rSt-x8 *?10®1,
Half Way Houfte
Hotel, Thursday, July 22, from 2.30 to 3.30 p. m.
Pottstown Borough, Fourth and Fifth wards,
at the public house of Harry H. Smith. Friday
J uly 23, from 8 a. m. to 2 p. in.
Pottstown Borough, Ninth ward, at the public
house of Nathan S. Hartenstine, York Street
Hotel, Monday, July 20, from 10.30 a. m. to 2.30
p. m.
Pottstown Borough, Eighth and Tenth wards
at the public house of W. W. Brendlinger
1 uesday, July 27, from 8 a. m. to 2 p. m.
New Hanover Township, West district, at the
public bouse of Elizabeth B. Rhoades, Swamp,
Wednesday, July 28, from 9 a. m. to 1.30 p. m.
Douglass Township, West district, at the pub
lic house of H. a . Shaner, Uilbortsvllle, Wed
nesday, J uly 28, from 2 to 4 p. m.
Douglas. Township, East district, at the publie house of Ida Kinker, Congo, Thursday, July
29, from 9 to 12 a. m.
v
♦xNeWx¥,a nover Township, Ea«t district, at the
^epublie house of Alfred H. B. Fox, Pleasant
Kun, Thursday, July 29, from 1.30 to 3 p. m.
Frederick Township, West district, at tbe
public bouse of H. Walter Williams, Green
Tfm Hote1, Frlday* July 30» from 9 a. m. to 1
Green Lane Boroughr at the public house of
John u Haring, Monday, August 2, from 9.30
to 12 a. m.
Red Hill Borough, at the public house of C.
U. Bergey, Monday, August 2, from 1 to 3 p. m.
East Greenville Borough and Upper Hanover
Township, Third district, at the public house of
Harvey E Werley, East Greenville, Tuesday,
August 3, from 7 a. m. to 3 p. m.
Upper Hanover Township, Second district, at
the public house of Jonas Haring, Wednesday,
Aug. 4, from 9 to 12 a. m.
Pennsburg Borough and Upper Hanover,
rirst district, at the public house of Charles A.
Kneule, Wednesday, Aug. 4, from 1.30 to4 p. m.
Marlborough Township, at the public house
oi Jos b. Klein, Sumneytown, Thursday, Aug.
5, from 9 to 12 a. m.
^
Upper Salford Township, a t the public house
of S. N. Smith, Woxall, Thursday, August 5.
from 1.30 to 2.30 p. m.
'
*
Taxes will be received at the County Treas
urer s office, Norristown, from June 1 to Sep
tember 15, from 8.30 a. m. to 12 m.. and from 1
to 3 p. m .
State rate, 4 mills.
County rate, 3 mills.
Correspondence to receive attention must be
accompanied with postage for reply and in all
cases location of property, whether in township
or borough, must be definitely given.
Inquiries relative to taxes received after
September 10 will not be answered. Statements
will be issued from the office only.
Taxes not paid to the County Treasurer on or
before Sep ember 16,1909, will be given into the
hands of a collector, when 5 per cent, will be
added for collection as per Act of Assembly.
WM. M. HAGGINBOTHOM,
Treasurer of Montgomery County, Pa.
County Treasurer’s Office, Norristown. P a.
April 28, 1909.

As Executor,
Administrator,
Trustee,
Guardian
and Agent
— THE —

Norristown Trust Co.
has large experience. At its annual meet
ing on May 25, it showed the following in
its Trust Department:
Invested Trust Funds,
Uninvested “
“

-

-

Clover,
Timothy,
Lawn Grass,
Garden and Flower Seeds

GARDEN TOOLS

The same water is used over
and over again to operate

$1,748,439.36
3877

Incomes and Amounts held
for Distribution, - - -

Hot Water and
Steam Systems

32,90621

Only a few gallons need to
be added during a season.
Automatically
operated,
safe
and

$1,781,384.34

t W N o tice th e U n in v ested T ru st
F u n d s,

DsKalb and Main Sts.

| TH A T 18 T H E K IN D WE
SELL.

Bring Your Feet
and get fitted with a pair of our
GOODYEAR WELT SHOES.
LA FRANCE SHOES
for Women need no breaking in. ■

H.Ia. NYCE

The undersigned will furnish and erect
ID EA L B O ILER S and guarantee satis
faction. Will also famish and erect the
F R E E D BO ILER S — excellent steam
makers, safe, and Satisfactory—manufact
ured by the Steam Fitters’ Heater Company
of Collegevllle. Windmills furnished and
erected, Hand Pumps supplied and placed,
and all kinds of Steam Fitting and Plumb
ing done at reasonable prices.

J. H. BOLTON,
4-4.

Norristown, Pa.

Browobad’s Store
TRAPPE, P»A
d

GOODS, LAWNS, PERCALES,
GINQHAMS, LACES, EMBROID
ERIES, LADIES’ AND GENTS’
FURNISHING GOODS, SUMMER
UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY.

d ress

1
S
IY O D WILL
I
I HAKE NO 1I
MISTAKE iIt
In making your purchases at
FENTON’S STORE. Years of
experience enables the proprietor -ifa
to know just what to buy, how
to buy, and how to sell the thousand and more articles kept in
stock in a thoroughly equipped
general store.
jj^

OF A L L K IN D S.

Poultry and Fence Wire.

Ladies’ and Gents’ OXFORD SHOES in
tan and black. Full line of FREED’S
SHOES for men, women and children.

In DRY GOODS, GROCERIES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED
GOODS, or in any department of
the big store on the comer you
will find what you want at the
right price.

SUMMER LAP ROBES and COOLERS.

T M .H . Benjamin Co.

Sporting Goods- Balls, hats, gloves,
croquet sets, &C.

MILL SUPPLIES

N o . 2 0 5 B rid ge S t.,

THE GROCERY DEPARTMENT is
complete in varied assortments of every
thing in sugars, syrups, coffees, teas
dried and canned fruits, &c., &e.

Gents’ Furnishing Goods in
variety.

WALL PAPER in many patterns.
J. P. STETLER, Manager. Paints, oils, hardware, wire fencing, and
so on. Examine our Pittsburg poultry
and garden fence.

ASTRONOMY.

It* Exactness Illustrated b y the Dis
covery of Neptune.
There is perhaps no more striking
illustration of the power of scientific
method than th at relating to the dis
covery of Neptune in 1846. The planet
Uranus, until then the outermost
known member of our solar system,
refused to follow the path computed
for it by mathematical astronomers.
With the progress of time the discrep
ancies between its predicted and ob
served positions grew constantly larger
until in the early eighteen-forties the
discordance amounted to fully seven
ty-five seconds of arc. This is a small
angle, pot more than one-twenty-fifth
the angular diameter of our moon, yet
a very large angle to refined astron
omy, for a discrepancy of two seconds
would have been detected with ease.
The opinion gradually developed that
Uranus was drawn from its natural
course by the attractions of an undis
covered planet still farther from the
snn than Itself. Adams in 1843 and
Le Verrier in 1845 independently and
each without knowledge of the other’s
plans attacked the then extremely dif
ficult problem of determining the ap
proximate orbit, mass and position of
an undiscovered body whose attrac
tions should produce the perturbations
observed. Regrettable and avoidable
delays occurred in searching for the
planet after Adams’ results were com
municated to the astronomer royal In
October, 1845. Le Yerrier’s results
were communicated to the Berlin ob
servatory in September, 1846, with the
request th at a search be made. The
disturbing planet, later named Nep
tune, was found on the first evening
th at it was looked for less than one
degree of arc from the position as
signed by Le Verrier. If an energetic
search had been made in England the
year before the planet would have
been discovered within two degrees of
the position assigned by Adams.—Pro
fessor W. W. Campbell in Popular Sci-

jfffc

Crockery and Glassware, Paints,
Oil, Putty, Hardware.

PH4ENI X VILLE, PA .
Both 'Phones.

#4
£4
sj
Tfv

Ready-made Pantaloons and
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s
Boots and Shoes are among the £ 4
specialties.

Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE,
PAINTS, TOOLS. AND

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

i
ATTRACTIONS AT

S E E D S .

Need not be
connected to
Waterworks

W. P. FEUT05,!

Good qualities and right prices at
. COLLEGEVILLE, PA .

E. G. Brownback’s Store,

|f

TRAPPE, PA.
n

FRANK W. SHALK0P,
(Successor to John S. Kepler,)

Undertaker > Embalmer

THE OLD STAND
E sta b lish ed • • 1*75.

TRAPPE, PA.

Choice Bread
AND

Cakes

I will have the assistance of Daniel Shnler,
an undertaker of many years' experience,
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
IN VARIETY.
expectations of those who will entrust me to
Full
assortment
of
Cakes
and Confection
serve them.
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
t n Will meet trains at all Stations. Or Ices. Special attention gtyen to supplying
ders received by telephone or telegraph. -25 Weddings and Parties.

JOHN H. CUSTER,
We promptly obtain U. 8. and Foreign

PATENTS

f Send model, sketch or photo of invention for f
f free report on patentability.
- free
- -hook,
- <1
_ For
[Howto Secure
: Patents and TRADE-MIRK?

22ju.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Dead A nim als Removed

FREE OF CHARGE.
I will pay $1.00 for Dead Horses and
$1.00 for Dead Cows.
’Phone—Bell, 11-L.

G eo. W . Schw eiker,
PROVIDENCE S Q U A R E , FA.

Apposite U. S. Patent Office <
W A S H IN G T O N D. O.

TOUR P o ste r * P rin ted »»
GET Use
In d e p e n d e n t OlBee.

SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY

C ollegeville G rist M ills.
We have installed another new 80 H. P. water wheel, and with this additional power
ve propose to do oar custom work at very short notice. We are also equipped now with a
powerful Cider Press. . We expect to give absolute satisfaction to those who will give us a
trial this coming apple season.

Headquarters for High Grade Feeds.

F. J. C L A M E R , Proprietor.

$ 3 9

i l l

B m . 37-

One of Our M O D E R N
BA TH -RO O M O U TFITS

w

®b n H

a t s

Made by J. Moores & Sons,
Denton, England,

LEAD in STYLE,

We say high-grade feed because we do not see wbat is known as the second-grades of
Bran, Middlings, etc. Our trade demands the BEST. Our customers, who include some
of the best experienced dairymen, farmers and poultry dealers of the this county, are of the
opinion that the BEST IS THE CHEAPEST. Consequently we are governed by their
opinion
O ur S to c k I n c lu d e s :
MAIZELINE,
VICTOR FEED,
WINTER WHEAT BRAN,
CORN, OATS, WHEAT,
“
“ MIDDLINGS, COTTON SEED MEAL,
LINSEED MEAL,
SHUMACHER’S GRAINS FOR CHICKS,
SUCRENE,
IDEAL CHICK FEED,
SHUMACHER’S STOCK FEED,
CHOICE CRACKED CORN,
HEN-E-TA BONE GRIT8.
FLOUR—Topton’s Best, Acme, Globe, Cremo, Lily of Valley, and Graham.
SALT FOR ALL PURPOSES.
|3F* Our prices are POSITIVELY RIGHT. Our feed must give ABSOLUTE SATIS
FACTION. Our aim is to please our customers.
EMIL KLAU8FELDER, Manager.

T

made in

HALF SIZES, and guaranteed

B y W IL L IA M ST A N H O P E

to FIT ALL HEADS without

C o p y rig h te d , 1909, b y A sso c ia te d
•
l i t e r a r y P re ss .

stretching or padding.

Sold by

us exclusively.

Spring1Hats
_— t o —

Fit All Heads
The “Tween Hat” is made
in “tween” sizes—half sizes.
Every head can be fitted with
out stretching or padding the
hat. It’s the most comfortable,
stiff hat made.

Consisting of a 5 ft. Porcelain Lined Tub, a onepiece Enameled Washstand, and Water Closet
with Golden Oak-Seat, Lid and Tank. All fitted
with Nickel-plated Supply and W aste Pipes,
complete.
Dunlap Hats, $3.50 to $5.
I Guarantee these Fixtures first-class in every Stiff Hats, $1.50 to $3.50.
detail and they w ill be shipped subject to the ap
proval of the purchaser before payment is required Soft Hats, 50c. to $5.00.

$ 3.50

COLLEGEVILLE. PA.

I-I2.

UNUSUAL

Carriage and Wagon Building,
R e p a ir in g o f a ll k in d s w ill be
d o n e a t r e a so n a b le p r ie e s.
R u b b er-T irin g a S p ecia lty .

HOLD ON T H E R E !
Be earetu'. cot to place your orders for
other Lumber until we have had
i chance to estimate on your wants. We
are certain to give you ‘ entire eatisfaction
to the Lumber itself and its delivery.
Building or

Have now on hand for sale: 8 runabout
wagons, in good order.
1 single phaeton, just remodeled.
1 8-seated surrey, cheap.
1 spring wagon, no-top.
Residence and Shop, Cross Key, Corner of
Ridge Pike. Respectfully yours,
R. H . GRATER,
P. O. Address, CollegeviUe, Pa
Keystone ’Phone.

Collegeville Livery and
Boarding Stable

Her Face of
Youth.

$ 15.00

“The Dead sea fruit of ashes, that is
all life has meant for me. I wonder”—
But here Mrs. Ellery St. John drew
herself up with a start. “What!" she
thought. “Talking to myself like an
old woman! Really I must not be so
much alone."
•
Being alone at all was new to Mrs.
St. John. She had always been on the
qul vlve fron^ her brilliant girlhood
through the ten years of her married
life and nearly ten of her widowhood,
and the restlessness told on her.
Fine lines about the eyes and mouth
told of the nerve destroying pace of a
modern woman of fashion. Margaret
St. John seemed possessed with a spir
it of unrest and had forgotten how to
relax.
This year she seemed too listless to
plan her usual spring trip and was
staying In town. But she must be
amused. She turned from the desk,
where a bundle of old letters had given
a melancholy drift to her thoughts,
and took up o-ne of the club calendars.
Ah, there was miniature day at the
•Women’s club. That looked promis
ing. “An exhibition of old miniatures”
would certainly be amusing. These ob
solete things would afford more tl
a passing smile, and there was sure
to be good music. Mrs. St. John lis
tened not only with her ears, but with
her heart, to a fine voice.
She was foUowed by envious glances
as she entered. Her perfect gown,
with the delicate bits of old lace, was
worn well. The women of the club
thronged about her, each with some
special bit of gossip, the ambitious,
pushing ones on the edge, glad of »
smile or bow that held out hopes for
social advancement.
As the president took her place they
settled Into their seats to listen to the
brief program. A brilliant harp, piano

Suits that are extraordinary
values and that we believe can
not be matched under $18.00.
Pure worsted in the new shades,
hand - tailored, non - breakable
fronts, hand-made buttonholes
and perfect fitting. Come to
day and inspect this unusual
value.

Ie May Save You a Dollar or Two, Also.

IVL ROOT,

Gome and see us.

W. H. GRISTOCK’S SONS
COLLEGEVILLE. PA.

Railroad H ouse, C ollegeville, Pa.

THE ENTERPRISE

First-class teams at reasonable prices.
Moving and hauling of all kinds done, as
I will have the teams to do the work.
Give me a call.

U MARBLE

ELMER E. ESPENSHIP, Proprietor.

—AND—

Grranite "W^orks. When in Norristown, Pa..
STO P AT T H E

H. B, B R A N D T , - Proprietor.

Walnut Street and Seventh
Ave., Royersford, Pa.

FIRST-CLASS WORK. LOW PRICES.

R A M BO H O U SE ,
(Opposite Court House).

£5gT“ First-class Accommodations for Man
and Beast.

Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
Both English and German spoken.
, oOo----

P. K. Gable, Proprietor.

6 0 YEARS’
EXPERIENCE

THE

b e s t ha rness
MADE TO O R D E R .

i>rWnilB*?c^ ‘0^ harness supplies, saddles,
*in t *’ hoots, blankets for summer and
Rjfp.i^iahlebrooms, combs, brushes, &c.
AtA RlN,G 0F HARNESS a specialty:
tton to
° .ce ?rade cigars. Special atten“ 10 box trade.

w.

E JOHNSON,

PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA
X
V* ©A ©'u
T„ ° WOF.
» vH. E uRm
A iL. D
.
.
b i n *»*•*»a
d ery
John
~ K BIN
- Binding,
n(t. ‘Perforating,
Paging, NumberIn*
' ’-“’rating, Pagi
H o m i e800,56
s , ™‘or
r Banks and Business
hound
attention. Magazines
cheaply dTr„!fpat,rtnF done quickly and
Addrew J5stl’mate8 cheerfully furnished.
herald p u b l ish in g com pany .

T rade M a r k s
D esig ns
C o p y r ig h ts A c.

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain onr opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable, Communica
tions strictly confidential. HANDBOOKon Patents
sent free.' Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn A Co. receive
tpeeial notice, without charge, in the

Scientific American.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir

culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
year; four months, $L gold by all newsdealers.

MUNN
& Co.381 Broadway, New York
Branch Office. 626 F Bt, Washington, D. CL

(fpjr’All kinds of Job Print
ing tastefully executed at the
Independent Office at reasona
ble prices. You patronage will
‘wr T h e In d e p e n d e n t.
T HAGES, 53 Nos., ONE DOLLAR be appreciated.

put out her hand. “Where Is she!
Take me to her.”
The president slipped her arm around
her, for she looked as If she would
faint, and turned to the door of the
unteroom. “Here, dear,” she said; “I
will send her to you,” and asked one
of the ladles to see that Miss Delafield came to them at once.
When the door opened and the young
girl entered the president left them.
Mrs. St. John reached out her hands
to this girl. “Where did you get that
old miniature?” asked she. “I t Is so
Interesting. Whose picture Is It?”
“Oh, the picture was father’s! It
was so beautiful I offered it to the
ladies for the exhibit. I do not know
whose It is.”
“Tell me of yourself,” the worldly
woman said as her gaze searched the
face of the girl, whom she had drawn
beside her on the divan.
“Oh. I have been singing at the clubs
this winter—Just the smejler ones- at
first, you know. I was very fortunate
to have the opportunity of this after
noon.”
“But your childhood,” eagerly asked
Mrs. St. John—“your father, your
mother?”
Bit by bit Mrs. St. John got the
whole story. Margaret was the daugh
ter of the lover of her youth, Elwood
Delafleld, who had married an Italian
woman while studying abroad. Both
parents were dead, Margaret told her,
and the friends of her father In the
American colony In Rome had advised
her to come to America, where there
were many opportunities to add to her
slender Income.
Mrs. St. John said Impulsively to
Margaret: “Come home with me, dear.
I knew your father very well, and I
must know his daughter too.”
At dinner she watched the girl reflec
tively. Every tone In her voice was
full of memories. Long they talked
th at evening In Mrs. St John’s luxuri
ous room. “Stay with me, dear. I am
a lonely woman. We will see about
cultivating th at glorious voice.” And
she held her In her arms and kissed
her good night. Margaret Delafleld went away full
of delightful dreams of a •rosy future.
How could people say Mrs. St. John
was cold and haughty? Why, she was
as sweet and tender as a mother. Far
Into the night Mrs. St. John mused,
looking a t the pictured face.
So he had kept it all these years, and
the girl was called Margaret. She
would keep her for her very own, and
every act of kindness would be as a
recompense for all she had denied her
self. She should have the best mas
ters, but there would be no more sing
ing a t the clubs. Margaret was for
her.
It was a nine days’ wonder. “Just a
sudden fancy,” said some of her wo
men friends, while others said, “Mrs.
St. John looks like a wqman who had
an Interest In life for the first time
since I have known her.” She had an
interest Indeed. It was to sit in the
dim twilight and listen to Margaret
sing. Then she-asked always for the
old songs, the Songs of her girlhood,
when Margaret Delafield’s father had
called to her heart, but fate forbade
her1answering.

Sydney Smith’s Wit.
Sydney Smith was the ministerial
wit par excellence, but unhappily his
Bps
jests were so admirable that they are
P O T T S T O W N , PA .
now twice told tales indeed. However,
most of them will bear repetition.
Before the first bishop of New Zea
land left England Sydney Smith strove
to remind him of the dangers of his
mission. “You will find In preaching
buy FURNITURE and H O U S E to cannibals,” he said, “that their at
FURNISHING GOODS you want
tention will not be directed to the
spirit, but always be concentrated on
the style and qualities you are look
ing for and full- value for your IT WAS TO S IT IN THE D IM TW ILIGHT AND the flesh, for I am told th at they never
breakfast without a cold missionary
L IST E N TO MARGAKET SING.
money. Kindly reiqember that
on the sideboard. We shall never meet
and violin trio, the first number, ended again, but let us hope th at you may
with a flourish. Then, following a few thoroughly disagree with the savage
sweet bars on the piano, came a voice who eats you.”
so pure, so rich, so clear, that an utter
“You are afraid of me,” said Smith
quiet settled on the audience. “O del to a young woman who sat beside him
mio dolce ardor!” sang the girL A at dinner. “You crumble your bread,
critic might 'have found flaws in the and that Is an undeniable proof of shy
IS THE PLACE TO GET STYLE, execution, but it was a voice that sank ness. I do i t when I sit by the bishop
of London and with both hands when
QUALITY and VALUE; where into one’s heart.
Mrs.
St.
John
gave
the
singer
her
I sit by the archbishop.”
you can save the expense of trips to
utmost attention. She had no program
“Why are you doing that?” said he
larger towns or the city and fre —in fact, never cared who these people to a child who was stroking the shell
quently some cash besides in paying were who amused her, but some note of a turtle. “Oh, to please the turtle,”
for your purchases. ‘ It is always a In that girl’s pure voice stirred her was the answer. “Why, child, you
. pleasure to show goods. Our stock profoundly. Once long ago a voice might as well stroke the dome of St.
strangely like this had called to her Paul’s.to please the dean and chapter.”
includes various styles of Furniture, heart, but she was not allowed to re —Boston Post.
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths, and spond. Her parents were too worldwise to permit any wandering from y
Sullivan’s Best Compliment.
Linoleums.
prearranged plans.
When Sir A rthur Sullivan of Gilbert
CARPETS CLEANED and REBut in her moments of self commun and Sullivan fame was traveling in the
LAID. REPAIRING and UP ion Margaret St. John always heard western states a man rushed up to
that voice call to her out of the si him and, grasping his hand, said: “Say,
HOLSTERING ATTENDED TO.
lence. Now it seemed to her almost as - by golly, I’m mighty glad to meet you!
if this secret of her heart was being j When I heard you was a-comin’ I
proclaimed to all the world.
couldn’t wait hardly. But, say, you
She looked eagerly at this girl whose j ain’t very big, are you? How much
voice charmed them, a slender figure j do you weigh?”
In a black gauze gown, dark eyed and j “About 150 pounds,” answered the
foreign looking. “O del mio dolce ar- j astonished composer.
dor!” faded into a faint minor, and j “Then how on earth did you come
Mrs. St. John roused herself at the : to knock out Ryan?”
sound of soft clapping of gloved hands.
“I never knocked out any Ryan.
She did not applaud.
W hat do you mean?”
Another number or two of Instru
“Ain’t you John L. Sullivan?”
mental music followed, then a soft j “No, I’m Arthur Sullivan.”
Furnishing Undertaker
hum of conversation everywhere as I The man stood dazed for a few min
the teacups were handed about. Mrs. utes, and then a smile spread over his
St. John moved with the rest toward j rough features. “Are you the feller
and Embalmer.
the miniature exhibit. Delighted little \ what put ‘Pinafore’ together? Well,
Orders entrusted to my charge will peals of laughter told of the oddities , then, I’m mighty glad to meet you just
receive the most careful and pains in these old pictures of the past that i the same.”
the wave of fashion had left stranded, j Sir Arthur counted this as one of hio
taking attention.
Mrs. St. John glanced over them In ! greatest compliments. -+- Chicago Rec
her bored way. Really, except for ord-Herald.
Joh n L. B ech tel,
that solo, It was scarcely worth the i
Thoughtful.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA trouble of coming, she thought. Then I
suddenly, face to face, her youth j “I hear you are going to speak in
’Phone No. 18.
looked at her. It was her own pic our town next week.”
ture. She looked at the card. “Lent i “Yes, I am billed there. I wonder If
ttS^The I n d e p e n d e n t ’s eight pages by Miss Margaret Delafleld,” she read. | any preparations are being made to
“Who Is Margaret Delafleld?” she i receive me.”
contain local aud general news, agri
•,
cultural notes, short stories- and said aloud.
“Yes, I understand all of the arrange
“Why, our sweet singer, Mrs. St. t ments have been made. The hens, I
interesting miscellaneous reading
matter. A copy every week for 52 John. Hasn’t she a superb voice?” an- am told, began laying eggs six months
■tverart tho nroaident Mia. St. John. • m for the event,”
weeks, $1.00.
‘4 31 H igh S tr e e t,
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The Repast Began With Green
Tea Served In Glasses.
FOOD EATEN WITH FINGERS.
Table Manners In a Moorish Gentle
man’s House—A Particular Mark of
Favor by the Host to His Gussts
That Is Not Always Appreciated.
During my stay in Fez I took every
opportunity of gaining a closer insight
into the domestic life of the inhabit
ants, and for that reason, writes Law
rence Harris in the London Graphic, I
heartily accepted an invitation to dine
with Abdullah el Fasi, the minister
for foreign affairs.
On arriving at his home I was ush
ered into a large room in which were
seated five or six guests of high rank.
Abdullah took me by the hand and
gravely introduced me to the company.
A silken cushion was placed on the
divan, upon which I seated myself.
The repast commenced with green
tea served in small glasses. The cus
tom of preparing this is peculiar to the
country. To the principal native guest
is given the honor of making the tea.
In this cqse it was Raisuli, who. being
under British protection, had been in
vited to dinner in my honor. He ac
cepted the, Invitation to do the honors
of the evening and ordered the negress to place the native brass tray in
front of where he sat cross legged on
the divan. The methods of proceeding
are not such as would recommend
themselves to an English tea party.
Measuring out the tea in his hand,
he dropped it in the pot. The negre -a
slave then poured boiling water over
it. This was swilled around and the
water poured off. The pot was then
filled with huge lumps of loaf sugar,
broken roughly from a sugar loaf, and
a little mint was added. A small quan
tity of the concoction was poured into
a glass, sipped and poured back again
into the pot. This process was con
tinued until the required delicacy of
flavor was reached.
The company then drank the custom
ary three glasses of this slrupy mix
ture, drawing it through their teeth
with a sound like a horse drinking. As
each glass was finished and replaced
in the tray It was refilled and handed
back by the “keeper of the pot," who
was supposed to remember to whom
each glass belonged. At a sign from
the host the tray was removed, and ■
another slave approached each person
with a brass bowl, soap and towel and
a bronze kettle of warm water. The
guests washed their right hands pre
paratory to the dinner.
We all sat around a small table about
six Inches high, upon which was placed
the dish. The courses were many, and
varied. As says the Hadith. “The
blessing of God rests on the food taken
with the fingers.” so all good Moham
medans follow the words of their
prophet. No knife must be used on
bread, and the small round loaves are
broken up and handed around. The
tajln. or stew. Is not difficult to ma
nipulate, although the olives floating
in argon oil slip through your fingers
Miniature tugs of war occur with your
vis-a-vis In the efiff&rt to dismember a
fowl or divide tough meat.
As a particular mark of favor the
host will from time to time place be
fore you a little titbit which he has
torn off with his greasy fingers. H o w 
ever your stomach rebels against H.
you have to swallow the morsel. Dur
ing the meal the national dish of cous
cous is invariably served. This dish is
made from broken grains of wheat
specially prepared by the women. It
is served piled up like a huge cone,
with the meat on top. Each person
scoops out his own little hole in th e '
side and must Dot trespass oo ills
neighbor’s portion.
To the inexperienced it is difficult to
manage the couscous without making
an awful mess of i t The small grain
must be judiciously compressed into a
loose ball and then shot Into the mouth
with the back of the thumb. The
Moors take extreme delight In watch
ing the Ineffectual efforts - of Euro
peans who are in difficulties with their
couscous. Moors are very great eaters,
and little conversation Is carried on
during the meal. A bowl of water Is
passed from hand to hand for those
who require drink. The last Course
finished, the bowl and water are once
more requisitioned and the hands and
mouth washed.
The Poor Man’s Gym.
“Would you mind telling me.” asked
Mrs. Bourdalot. glancing admiringly
at the athletic shoulders of the pro
spective boarder, “how do you keep in
such splendid physical condition V”
“I go through a few gymnastic exer
cises every morning,” confessed the
young man. flushing
“Well, r’m sorry, but we can’t board
you. I’ve had the bathroom monopo
lized that way before.”—Kansas City
Times.
His Criticism.
Mrs. Gollghtly (to eminent musical
critic)—What do you think of the new
opera. Mr. Crochet? Eminent Musical
Critic—Well. It wouldn’t be had if
somebody would set It to music.—Lon
don Pick-Me-Up.
His Definition.
Teacher—Wilfred, a bee Is some
thing we get wax from. Now. tell me,
what is a bee? Wilfred—Our teacher
is a bee because he’s something we
get whacks from.—London Teleg/aph.
One “Take this” is better than ten
“God bless yous.”—German Proverb.

EDITORIAL COMMENTS.
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The Independent.

sense he lost it in a good cause.
his regret is superfluous.

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.

the Springfield (M ass.) Union:—
Among the numerous provisions of the New
York Legislature vetoed by Governor Hughes
IS AT HAND.
was an appropriation of $15,000 to enable the
We have them in very dressy sorts at prices that will make them sell
Governor, his staff and a committee of the
readily.
Legislature to visit the Seattle Exposition at
public expense. N evertheless, the Governor
Serpentine Crepe
Lawns—Colored
has accepted an invitation to attend the E x
18c. a ya^d, in black and white dots,
FIGURED AND STRIPED. 10c., 72^0,
lavender, pink and blue stripes. These
position on New York day, A ugust 2, and will
and 18c. The finest and largest stock is
are very serviceable as they require no
town. Every woman who has an eyepay his own expenses during the trip. There
ironing.
for value will need some of these.
is a consistency in this .manner of carrying Mr. Payne Declare* He Will Not Sign
Mercerized Linen
Elastic Belts
out a policy of public economy which may
a Report Merely Because a Majority
Brown, blue and. gray with black
with latest gilt buckles. Regular 50c.
well serve as an example to public officials
stripes, 85 cents a yard.
• f Houae Conferee* Agree to I t
kind, 37c. special.
fond of junketing at the people’s Expense.
Alleged to Have Said Committee Is

COLLEGEVILLE, M ONTGOMERY CO. PA.

E. S. Moser, Editor and Proprietor.

Thursday, July 22, 1909.
T h e Providence Tribune observes that

in legislating on the principle that the Gov
ernment needs the money it might be well to
bear in mind the fact that one of these days
the Republican party will need the votes.

P

Therefore,

rom

H ot W eather Time for
PAYNE FIGHTS
TARIFF BOSSES D R E S S G O O D S
House Leader Walks Out of
Committee Meeting.

DEMANDSDOWNWARD REVISION

Packed.

As a memorial to George T. Angell, the
long-time friend to animals who died in B os
ton last spring, the directors of the M assa
chusetts Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals and of the American
Humane Society are planning to erect a
“ humane b u ildin g/’ About $29,000 has al
ready been raised for the purpose.
S i r F r e d e r ic T r e v e s , the famous E ng

lish surgeon, having been shown a publica
tion in America from which the unsuspecting
would get the impression that Sir Frederic is
opposed to vivisection, he thus w rites Prof.
W. W. Keen of Philadelphia: “I am, as every
sane medical man must be, an ardent sup
porter of vivisection.”

promoter from
down East, is at present exercising his clever
persuasive powers in attempting to convince
the people of Philadelphia that their muni
cipal government’s present management of
their water works is a bewildering, bung
ling, and extravagant failure.
Mr. Green
has gathered statistics to show that the peo
ple’s government in the Quaker city on the
score of furnishing water for the millions is
glaringly imcompetent. Mr. Green’s proposi*
tion is to persuade the proper officials of
Philadelphia to sell the water works to his
syndicate for some $60,000,000, with the
promise of additional payments to the city in
future years. A t this distance it looks as
though the promoter has considerable argu
ment m favor of his scheme. Municipal
management of public utilities, interwoven
as it naturally m ust be with practical poli
tics, is usually costly and unsatisfactory to
the general public, and there is plenty, of
history in support of this observation.
M r.

G r e e n , a fertile

F r o m the Washington Times: Somewhat
lesp will be heard in the next campaign about
th e splendid management of the party which
has paid for the Panama Canal from the cur
rent revenues. Also about the shame and
sin of the party which many years ago actu
P r io r to the advent of Mr. Bryan the
ally descended to the ignominy of a bond
Democratic
party represented cohesion and
issu e in time of peace.
fighting qualities. In latter years it has
been furnishing schemes for the Republican
F o r the purpose of lengtbeninghum an
party to adopt and attempt to apply. With
life a French surgeon advocates cutting out
the Republicans stealing Democratic thunder
the larger intestine. Some time ago the re
and Democratic Congressman falling down
moval of the stomach was suggested as a
and worshipping the Protection idol, the out
remedy for certain ills. With stomach and
look for the Democracy is not especially en
larger intestine removed individuals would
couraging.
However, it requires only a
escape colic and other anmoying experiences.
short while to effect a revolution in American
The French surgeon is of no account if not
politics. * * * The people have been draw
daringly progressive.
ing some valuable lessons respecting the
Protective tariff incubus from the doings of
T h e record for long hypothetical ques the national lawmakers in extra session at
tions, the New York Sun explains, was made Washington. They are beginning to see that
many years ago in the celebrated Hoyt will those who need protection least are the chief
case in the New York Surrogate’s Court beneficiaries of unjust paternalism.
The
when Dr. Frank Hamilton, the famous army latest information from the capitol of the
surgeon, was asked a question of 3184 words nation indicates that President Taft will per
by General B. F. Butler, of M assachusetts, sisten tly in sist that the tariff shall be re
whose opposing counsel was Senator Elihu vised downward in the final work of the con
Root, of New York.
ference of Senators and Congressmen, and
certain raw materials—iron, coal, bides, etc.,
T he encouraging announcement has been be admitted free. The metal of the P resi
made by Senator Penrose that he is in favor dent is being put to a severe test. Let it be
of and will aid in an honest registration of earnestly hoped that he will ring true.
the voters of Philadelphia; to which David H.
Lane says amen ! The political horizon of the
T h e summary of the United States crop
big city is brightening. With fair elections report for 1909 reads a s follows: Winter
and Mr. Green’s syndicate in charge of the wheat, 80.7; for 1908, 86.0. Spring wheat,
water works, the view from the dome of city 95.2; for 1908, 95.0. The report on oats and
hall will become more hopeful and en hay is not so good as last year. Peaches
couraging.
about half a crop. Apples, about the same as
T h e Superior Court of this State having

rejected the appeal taken in behalf of the four
convicted Capitol grafters, the SupremeCourt
alone now stands between the two surviving
members of that quartet—Snyder and Shu
maker—and the penitentiary. It is not prob
able that the highest court of the State will
intervene. Other individuals equally guilty
with those who stand convicted of graft in
connection with the Capitol buildings are still
untried and at large, and the pledge made by
Governor Stuart is in force and binding.
J u d g e O r m e r o d of Potter county, this

State, swiped the face of a claimant for a
hotel license for exhibiting a role of hills
close to the court with the clear suggestion of
a bribe. The Judge is since reported as hav
ing expressed regret for his lo ss of temper.
Striking the face of a briber may not be in
strict keeping with judicial dignity and be
havior, but the Judge’s regret will hardly be
shared by those who despise bribe-givers and
bribe-takers. Suppose the Judge had yielded
to the temptation instead of teaching the
license applicant a salutary, im pressive
lesson in good morals and honorable conduct?
Judge Ormerod has a keen sense of high
honor and honesty, and when he lost his
temper on account of the acuteness of that

last year, 61.4, as compared with 66.0 for last
year. In regard to acreage, representing
last year’s by 100, the estim ates of acreage
planted this year is as follows: Winter wheat,
91.8 per cent. Spring wheat, 106.9. Oats,
100.2.
Barley, 103.5. Sugar cane, 106.9.
Cotton, 95.6 per cent. So far as corn is con
cerned, July 1 is too early a date for safe
prognostication. The hot winds of August,
so destructive in 1901, and the always dreaded
y et rarely serious frosts of September, are
yet to be faced. I t is, however, encouraging
that this most important crop has made so
excellent a start. The improvement in the
condition of winter wheat may be treated as a
finality, as this crop is now practically se 
cure. The promise for spring wheat and oats
is most gratifying. Altogether the great
grain crops of the country bid fair,as a whole,
to rival the best on record.
T wo- and -a -h a l f -millions of dollars was the tre
mendous toll paid by the American Federation of
Labor for strikes during the twelve months ended
September 30, 1908, according to the report of its sec
retary, says American Industries. And even more
impressive is the result secured through the expendi
ture of this sum. The strikes numbered 861, of which
365 are reported as succeeding, 210 compromised, 62
pending, and 106 lost. The other 119 are not accounted
for. The whole number of persons reported as bene
fited by this direct strike expenditure of $2,448,000
was about 72,000, making the per capita cost $34.

Washington, July 21.—The tariff bill
was hoisted above the bickerings o£
congressional conferees and trans
ferred bodily from the capitol to the
W hite House. Deadlocked because of
the attitude of Representative Payne,
who apparently has become obsessed
with the growing conviction th at he is
in the minority, the conferees aban
doned the usual afternoon session.
Senator Aldrich and Speaker Cannon
repaired to the W hite House post
haste to consult with President Taft,
literally taking the tariff bill with
them.
From a creditable source it was
learned th at a crisis was reached when
an effort was made to vote on lumber.
Mr. Payne protested and argued that
such a move would be unfair to the
president, as this was one of the sub
jects practically submitted to him for
adjustment, providing he could get
enough votes in the two houses to
adopt compromise rates.
“If we cannot agree let’s settle the
question by voting on the question,”
Mr. Fordney is reported to have sug
gested. It Is reported also th at Mr.
Aid rich acquiesced in th at proposal.

Here and be sure of style and service.

All goods of best materials.

Traveling Bags SI to $15.
Suit Cases SI to SIO.

5 $ r e n d lin g e r ’s.
NORRISTOWN. p> q.

Spring and Summer HATS
AND CAPS.
NOBBY CAPS in all colors—Golf, Yacht and Eaton Styles25 and 50 Cents.

Soft and Stiff Hats, Latest Styles t0s$3 oo

Agents for Hawes Celebrated H ats. All first-class stores
Conferee* Committee Packed.
sell our hats. ASK FOR THEM.
Mr. Payne is said to have complain
ed to some of his friends that the con
ference committee had been “packed”
with high protectionists.
When Mr. Fordney, who had been 10-11.
38 E . Main Street, Horristow n, P a.
placed on the conference committee
regardless of the fact th at he is the
junior Republican member, said “Get’s
W h e s i y o u w a n t t o but
O R KELL BEAU ESTATE
vote,” Mr. Payne protested with a ve
hemence that startled his associates.
it is an easy m atter to inquire of us and
Some one said that the majority should
we will certainly be pleased te give your
rule. That remark, it is declared,
inquiry immediate attention. If we don’t
came from one of the senate members
succeed in doing business with you the
of the conference, and It incensed Mr.
loss is ours, not yours.
Payne still more.
A re good only for their face value.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
Mr. Payne told Mr. Aldrich th at he
Dollars a t work earning interest are
39 E. Main Street,
could vote the senate members of the
servants making more dollars. P u t
Norristown, Pa,
conference If he chose, but th at he
your
Idle
money
to
work
and
keep
it
could not vote the house Inembers so
busy. The
easily. Full of wrath, he told his
THE ESTIMATED
house colleagues th at it was their duty
to stand up for the house bill and to
yield only after every possible effort
had been made to win. He intimated
th at some of the house conferees had
Safe, conservative, and with a stead
been to ready to agree to increases
ily
growing volume of business affords
made by the senate. Unless the house
members intend to stand by the house
you the opportunity te keep your
hill there Is no use in trying to vote
dimes and dollars bustling and in
Disbursements for July are
on these matters, he said.
creasing your income.
As a parting shot Mr. Payne is re
3 PER CENT, paid on Time De.
ported to have said th at he would not
sign a conference report merely be
posits.
cause a majority of the house Republi
3 PER CENT, on Active Accounts.
can conferees had agreed to it. With
This bank appreciates the favors
his coat tails furled about him, Mr.
Are you a shareholder in this
Payne stalked angrily from the room.
of its patrons and persists in giving
income? An account a t the Penn
It is declared by Mr. Payne's friends
the best service to all.
th a t his unswerving attitude on the
Trust Co. is a sure stepping stone
low rates in the house bill Is dictated
to a nice interest check in July.
solely by a desire to see President
Clip your coupons and bring them
Taft successful In his contention for
to
us with your dividend checks.
a downward revision of the tariff.

Tracey, ; the Hatter,

Idle
D o llars

Interest I Dividem
$ 2 1 7 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 .

Whether for THE BRIDE;

HIS FIRST RECOGNITION.
The Turning Poin^ In the Career of
Nathaniel Hawthorne.
The first reading of “The Seartet
Letter” has been told in T. W. Higglnson’s book of essays, “Contempora
ries.” The reading was given to the
author’s dearest critic, his wife. - Dur
ing the entire winter when he was at
work upon the book he seemed op
pressed by some secret anxiety.
“There was a knot in his forehead
all the time,” said Mrs. Hawthorne.
Finally one evening he went to her
and said that he had written some
thing which he would like to read
aloud. The work amounted to very
little, but still he would like to read i t
All th at evening he read, but as the
romance was unfinished a t bedtime bis
wife made no comments, knowing th at
he disliked criticism nntll one had
heard the whole.
The next night he read again, and
now her suspense grew so unendura
ble that in the midst of a moving
seen a she sank from her low stool to
the noor, pressed her hands to her
ears and declared th at she could not
bear to hear I t
Hawthorne put down the manuscript
and looked a t her in amazement
“Do you really feel It so much?” he
asked. “Then there must be some
thing In i t ”
The next day the manuscript was
delivered to the publisher, and on the
following morning James T. Fields,
the publisher, appeared a t the author’s
door. When he was admitted he
canght the little boy of the family in
his arms and asked, “You splendid lit
tle fellow, do you know w hat a father
yon have?”
He had sat up all night to read the
manuscript and had posted out to Sa
lem In the early morning. After his
Interview with the publisher Haw
thorne came downstairs with a firm
step and walked about, his face illu
mined by new hope and vigor. The
world had found him out. Recogni
tion was a t the door.

“

“ The Graduate.

The anniversary or whatever the ob
servance, you will find this store just
the ideal place to get gifts th a t please.
One p art of your pleasure will be in
seeing such a beautiful assortment to
choose from; another p art will be the
satisfaction you’ll experience in sav
ing some money through having made
the purchase here a t home.

We will cheerfully collect them
for you.

Penn Trnst Co.
Norristown, Pa.

Kuhnt’s Bakery,
C o lle g e v ille , Pa-

First - Class Bread,

J. D. SALLADE,

Cakes, Pies,
Candies, Etc.

JEWELER AND OPTICIAN,

16 E. Main Street,

NORRISTOWN.
Opposite Public Square.

Automobile Painting
and Repairing
AUTOMOBILES TO HIRE. LOT OF
CARRIAGES for sale a t reasonable
prioes, including oae new surrey.

ICE CREAM—ALL FLAVORS. I *“
thankful to the public for patronage woeived and hope to merit a continuance o!
the same.

CHARLES KUHNT.
p A V I D C U LP, J R .,
B l a c k s m i t h and H o r s e s h o e r

a t the old stand on Main Street, Collst®"
ville, near Perkiomen Bridge All
of blacksmithing done. Horseshoeing
specialty.

Insure Your H o rses^

NEW PIANOS of best makes from $150
upward. Pianos lor rent.
against lose by death from disease or
dent In the L O W E R P BO VI DE $
LIVE STOCK INSURANCE WHENRY YOST, JR., Collegeyille, Pa. MUTUAL
Full amount of appraisement paid when
occurs.
,,
I. Z. REINER, President.
T 1U L L STOCK OF
JOHN W. BARRY, Sec’y, EaglevilleWM. H BOUD, Treasurer, A u d u b o n .

Gents’ Furnishing Goods,

A p p raisers:

THEO. DETWILER, EaglevlUe;
S'
L atest styles, lowest prices. Ladies’ No ROBIBON, CoHegevtlle! W. E- "fS i,
tions are being closed out a t greatly re Trooper; JAMES A. MORGAN, «
duced prices.
Penn St., Norristown.
_

Mrs. Frances Barrett's,
Main St ., Neak Station ,

A d vertise T o n r

COLLEGEVILLE, PA. I n d e p e n d e n t.

Sales i* ***

STATE AND GENERAL NEWS.
HEADQUARTERS

FOR

DON CARLOS OF
Goods ! BOURBON IS DEAD

M en ’s F urnishing

WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BE8T GRADE8 OF
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
Uaderwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything
I you are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of our thousand UMBRELLAS
I will keep you dry in a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.

Pretender to the Spanish Throne
Passes Away.
HAD BEEN ILL LONG TIME

-W IM I- H - O - I L B E R T ,
132 W EST MAIM ST R E E T,

NORRISTOWN, PA.

1S-18.
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M
ADE-T0-08BESSUITS
F o r M en and B o ys
IAre giving excellent satisfaction to many of our patrons between Allen
town and Philadelphia. WHY?
Because the cloths and cassimeres in the suits we make must be up
ho the best standards of excellence. Because the suits are tailored in
[style and fit just right. Because every customer gets the lowest possible
[price consistent with good goods and good tailoring.

THAT’S W H Y! We are serving others.

KULP & MOYER,

Let us serve you.

GRATERFORD, PA.

Dealers in STORE GOODS of Every Description.
BP" STANDARD AND DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINES FROM $20 to $40.
NAEE.
Farms, residences, hotels, building
I iites—all locations, prices and terms.
I Also a number of houses in Norristown,
1 Bridgeport and Conshohocken.
I Money to loan on first mortgage.
THOS. B. WILSON,
[8-15.
Eagleville, Pa.

W e have quite a number
of Inquiries
FOR FARMS !
If you wish to sell send
us word.

H E N R Y G. FLY,

GOTWALS & BEYER,

or

F

(Successor to J. R. Christman,)

kane lands. Appncations oy man -win
be received only at Coeur d’Alene,
where Judge W itten will, conduct the
lottery for the choice of lands .begin
ning on the morning of Aug. 9. Appli
cations, which may be sworn to be
fore a notary public, must be sent to
Judge W itten by ordinary mail, not by
registered mail, and the envelopes
must bear no distinguishing marks,
such as return cards or addresses of
senders.
Soldiers and sailors of the Civil
War, Spanish war and Philippine In
surrection or their widows or chil
dren may „ register through agents.
This means that the veterans or their
heirs do not have to come to the
northwest to register.
About 3750 farms will he opened for
Don Carlos, Who Claimed to Be King settlement. For several months the
Under the Law of Succession, Led land office has been receiving from 800
to 1000 letters a day from prospective
the Four-Year War, Which Ended settlers Inquiring as to the conditions
In 1876, When He and H it Defend governing the lottery. Only 3000 or
4000 people can hope to reoelve the
era Fled te France.
prizes.
Don Carlos of Bourbon, the pre
tender to the Spanish throne, died al Messenger Driven From Car by Bees.
Willard Smith, a United States Ex
Varese, in Lombardy, Italy. He had
keen ill a long time, suffering from press company messenger, on the Le
apoplexy, with the accompanying par high Valley railroad, was driven from
his car and had to seek refuge and
alysis.
protection ih the mail car of a train
Don Carlos, duke of Madrid, who while en route to Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
claimed under the special law of sue by- a swarm of bees th at had made
succession established by Philip V., their escape from a hive In the car,
to be the legitimate king of Spain by frightfully stinging him. His eyes and
exposed portions of his body were
badly swollen. The bees were being
shipped to Lodi, N. Y., and the break
ing of a slat on the hive allowed them
to escape. When the train reached
Wilkes-Barre several express company
employes were also badly stung while
making an effort to drive them from
the cal1. The car finally had to be
switched from the train, and Baggage
Master Stout, an old bee handler, soon
freed the car of the frisky honeymakers.

55 E. Main St

N0RRI8T0WN. PA.

I CRATER8FORD, PA.
B E E F , VEAL,
MUTTOSi, .

E Y

S T O

N

E

P O R K , and

Cement, Brick and Tile Works,

a l l k in d s o r

ROYERSFORD, PA.

D r e sse d
P o u ltr y .
[ Served in COLLEGEVILLE every Tues
day, Thursday and Saturday.
I Mail orders promptly attended to.
|C t pay 7)^c. per pound for veal calves and
150c. extra for delivery.
IJ

K

A. MOONEY,
(FORMERLY OF NORRISTOW N,)

IBlacksmith Horseshoer
GRATERFORD, PA.
Shoeing of road and track horses a
Fspecialty. First-class new and repair
(work in all branches of blacksmitbing, at
(popular prices.
■ Your patronage solicited.
|3-25-3m. ",

P R IC E STORE
POTTSTOWN, PENN’A.

jManufacturer and Dealer in All
Kinds of AMERICAN and

FOREIGN

|AIsoOld Granite Work Cleaned
to Look Like New.
l G^ t i aM ^ttention „,8iveQ to cleaning
■all
Tablets, Copings an!
■how lom.0Jt^!f-etery work no matter of
|wed. &?uaf!,<*lng or h°w badly discolItheir d f f i n X M * 6 t0 restore them to
■the Granite^ kn ghtness without injuring
P o i *«™ P r i n t e d •«

PRICE LIST,
Drain Tile, 4 inch, 2% cents per foot.
Sewer Pipes, 6 inches, 8 cents per foot.
“

“

8

“

12.

“

“

“

“
“ 10 “ 20
«
“ «
“
“ 15 “ 40
“
“ “
Building Blocks, 8x20 inches, 16 cents a
piece.
Building Brick, $8 and $12 per 1000.
Reinforced Fence Posts, for wire or rail,
25c. a piece.
Water Troughs, $1.00 per foot.
Lawn Vases, $3.00 each.
Sidewalk Slabs, lOcents per square foot.
Doorsteps and Sills, 25 cents per foot.
Edison Portland Cement, $160 per bar
rel net.
Circulars free.
• Bell Phone 4-Y.
sun

rrtANKS,

Irregularities For Which Science Can
not Altogether Account.
The snn is generally looked upon as
a model of regularity which never
falls In its duty, but the ancient his
torians mention several instances
when It failed to give forth Its usual
amount of heat and light for periods
varying from three hours, to several
months. Data on the subject have
been compiled by the St. Louis Repub
lic.
According to Plutarch, the year 44
B. C. was one In which the sun was
“weak and pale” for a period approxi
mating eleven months.
The Portuguese historians record
several months of diminished sunlight
In the year 934 A. D.t and, .according
to Humboldt, this uncanny period end
ed with “strange and startling sky phe
nomena, such as loud atmospheric ex
plosions, rifts In the vaulted canopy
of blue above and In divers other rare
and unaccountable freaks.”
In the year 1091, on Sept. 29 (see
Humboldt’s “Cosmos"), the sun turned
suddenly black and remained so for
three hours and did not regain its nor
mal condition for several days.
According to the noted Helmuth’s
“Solar Energy," the days of seeming
inactivity on the part of the snn (the
days following the sudden blackening
of the great orb) were noted for a
peculiar greenish tinge and are mark
ed in old Spanish, French and Italian
records as “the days of the green snn.”
February, 1106 A. D., is noted in the
annals of marvelous phenomena as a
month ,ln which there were several
days th at “the sun appeared dead and
black, like a great circular cinder float
ing in the sky.”
“On the last day of February, 1206,”
says an old Spanish w riter on astron
omy, astrology and kindred subjects,
“the sun appeared suddenly to go out,
causing a darkness over the country
for abont six hours.” In 1241 the Eu
ropean countries experienced another
siege of supernatural darkness,, which
the superstitious writers of that time
attributed to God’s displeasure over
the result of the great battle of Liegnitz.
Even today there are certain Irregu
larities of the sun that science cannot
altogether account for. These are the
so called sun spots—enormous dark
splotches which appear from time to
time on the solar disk and which are
supposed to have great influence on
the atmospheric conditions of the
earth. Scientists have long studied
these phenomena, but neither their ex
tent nor periodicity has ever been de
termined

DON CARLOS.
the title of Charles VII., was born &i
Laybach, Austria, March 30, 1848. Hi
father, Don Juan, was the brother o.
Don Carlos, Charles VI., known as
the Count De Montemolin, in suppor.
of whose claims the Carlist risings oi
1848, 1855 and 1860 were organized.
As Charles VI. died In 1861 wlthoui
children, his rights devolved upon hh
brother, Don Juan, who had married
the Archduchess Marla Teresa of Au3
trla. Their son, Don Carlos, married
on February 4, 1867, Margaret de
Bourbon. In October, 1868, Don Juar
abdicated in favor of his son, whose
standard was raised in the north ol
Spain in 1872 by some of his partisans
Don Carlos himself, after addressing
a proclamation to the inhabitants oi
Catalonia, Aragon and Valentla, call
ing upon them to take up arms in hie
cause, made his entry into Spain July
15, 1873, announcing th at he came foi
the purpose of saving the country
Then followed the “four years’ war,’
which ended In January, 1876, when
Tolosa, the last stronghold of the Carl
ists, fell and its defenders sought
refuge In French territory. In the
meantime the republic came to an end
and the eldest son of ex-Queen Isa.
bella returned to Spain as Alfonsc
XII.
Alfonso XII. died in 1885, and the
fight for the succession now raged be
tween Maria Christina of Austria, the
widow of the late king, and Don Car
los. The posthumous birth of the
present king in 1886, however, kindled
in the nation a feeling of loyalty which
has continued to exist up to the pres
ent time.

Six Killed as Building Falls.
In one of the busiest business sec
tions of Philadelphia and at a time
when thousands of pedestrians were
passing to and fro along bound
ing thoroughfares, the five-story brick
building at the corner of Eleventh and
Market streets, which was being re
constructed for the United Gas Im
provement company, collapsed with a
terrific roar, burying or pinning be
neath the ruins thirty-two people
six of whom are dead, one fatally
injured and twenty-three more or less
seriously injured.
The two lower floors had been torn
out and the three upper floors were
shored up by heavy timber.
Steel
girders were bracing the shoring. It
Is supposed that by moving one of the
girders the entire structure was loos
ened.
Lloyd Leads Democrats.
At a meeting of the Democratic con
gressional campaign committee the
following officers were elected:
Chairman, James T. Lloyd, Missouri.
First vice chairman, W. E. Finley,
South Carolina.
Second vice chairman, A. Mitchell
Palmer, Pennsylvania.
Secretary,. Lincoln Dixon, Indiana.
Sergeant-at-Arms, J. J. Slnnot, Vir
ginia.
Boy Ate 50 Quinine Pills; Is Dead.
Fifty quinine pills swallowed by
John, the four-year-old son of Cecil
Drake, at Newton, N. J., caused the
child’s death in a few minutes. The
baby found the pills 'in his father’s
pocket and ran with them into the
yard and ate them before they could
be taken away.
Rum Seller Must Pay For Man’s Death
A jury awarded Eddie Wisinski
$2000 against Frank Zomajtek, owner
of a saloon in Chicago. On Nov. 4,
1908, the child’s father wagered that
he could drink twelve glasses of whis
ky. The saloon keeper acquiesced,
but at the ninth glass Wisinski fell
dead.
Dry W eather Kills Boll Weevils.
Professor W. D. Hunter, the govern
ment boll weevil expert at Dannas,
Tex., has made public a report, say
ing the present status of the weevil
is not so bad as at the same time last
year. Dry weather is destroying 50
per cent of the weevils.

Roving Picture Fiend Kills Girl.
Acting out a scene in a moving pic
ture show which showed western
“hold-ups,” ten-year-old Joseph Kane
shot and killed Frances Lord, a fouryear-old girl, living in W est Burling
Saw the First 8teamboat.
ton, N. J.
James
Samuels died at Vineland, N.
Kane obtained an old .musket loaded
with buckshot from his father’s home J., at the age of ninety-eight years and
and paraded the streets, in company twenty-six days. He saw the first
with another boy in the neighborhood steamboat, helped build the first rail
Thomas Ocas, who is also ten years way carriage and saw the first rail
old. The boys went about ordering all road track of any note laid. He was a
the children they met to throw up native of London, and came to Amer
ica as a boy.
their hands.
Coming to the home of Thomas
Roosevelt Gets a Big Hippo.
Lord, the father of the little girl, they
Theodore Roosevelt, who is at pres
found the ohild playing in the street.
ent hunting on the south shore of Lake
“Hold up your hands or I’ll shoot Naivasha, from the ranch of Captain
you dead!” demsmded the Kane boy.
Richard Attenborough, in South Af
The little girl did not realize the rica, succeeded in bringing down a big
import of the command and did not hippopotamus. The animal is estimat
comply. Kane then raised the heavy ed to weight three tons.
weapon and shot her through the
head at close range, nearly blowing
Ten Drowned as Sloop Capsizes.
the top of her head off. She died in a
Ten persons were drowned, two of
half hour.
them little girls, when the excursion
sloop Roxana, carrying twenty-two
Uncle Sam Has Farms For Sale.
passengers, was capsized by a sudden
W ith. the opening of the mail by squall in lower New York bay.
James W. Witten, government super
lntendent of land opening in Coeui
Bishop Shanley Found Dead.
d’Aline, Idaho, the first step has been
Bishop John Shacley, of the Roman
taken in the throwing open to white Catholic diocese of North Dakota, was
settlement of more than 700,000 acres found dead In his room in the episco
of agricultural and grazing lands in pal residence at Fargo, N. D. He died
the northwest.
of apoplexy.
The government offers to settlers
three Indian reservations—th at of the
Ambassador Thompson Robbed.
Ambassador Thompson, the United |
Coeur d’Alene Indians In northern
Idaho, that of the Spokanes in Wash States representative In Mexico, was
ington and th at of the Flatheads in robbed of $13,000 while absent from I
Montana. Registration began Thursday his post by a trusted employe.
and will continue until Aug. 5. All
C- R. Crane Minister to China.
who desire to register for these lands
President Taft has decided to ap
must go in person to the registration
points at Kalispell or Missoula, Mont:, point Charles R. Crane, of the manu
to register for Coeur d’Alene lands facturing firm of Crane & Co., of Chiand to Spokane to register for Spo easro. as minister to China.

FILL OF THE
FRENCH CABINET

ST R IKE-B R EA KER S IN JAIL

They, With Special Policemen, Ar$
Charged With Inciting Riot.
New Castle, Pa., July 21.—An at
tem pt to conduct 125 alleged strike
breakers through the city, oo their
way to the tin mills, caused a riot,
during which one man was seriously
injured and scores of others beaten
and bruised As a result of the dis
turbance Harry Ringer and James
W arren are In jail, ehargsd with at
tempting to incite riot. They are lead
ers among the new employes, ana
marched down the street shouting de
fiance at the strikers. The entire
party, accompanied by seven special
policemen, were attacked by crowds
After a Bitter Exchange Between Pre on the sidewalks.
Eight of the alleged strike-breakers
mier Clemenceau and Ex-Minister ot and all of the special policemen were
Foreign Affairs Delcasse ths Gov arrested by city police. No strikers
ernment Wae Beaten By a Veto of were arrested. Searched at the station,
the prisoners were said to be armed
212 to 170
with knives and revolvers.
Paris, July 21.—The Clemenceau
cabinet fell suddenly under dramatic
W EST CRYING FOR MEN
circumstances at the conclusion of a
violent debate over the naval scan Wanted Badly By Farmers te Harvesl
dais, extending over several days. M.
the Crop.
Delcasse, chairman of the Investiga
Washington, July 21.—A cry for help
ting commission, led the attack upon to harvest the crops comes from ths
the naval administration.
west to the department of commerce
Premier Clemenceau, who always and labor.
has been an adversary of M. Delcasse,
Fifty thousand men are wanted, and
smarting under the criticisms, and wanted badly, by the farmers out
doubtless overconfident of a majority, there, according to Representative
taunted the ex-minister of foreign af Stevens, of Minnesota.
fairs, who was thrown overboard by
Mr. Stevens says the west is lit
the Rouvier ministry a t the dictation erally begging for help to gather the
of Germany during the crisis of 1905, big wheat and other crops.
with having led France to humiliation
a$ Algeciras.
The spectre of that
chapter of France’s foreign history, In
which Delcasse was sacrificed, was a
fatal error. Instantly there was an up
roar of dissent from both sides of the
chamber. Delcasse flung back the
taunt in Olemenceau’s face with bit
te r words, declaring, amid cheers, that
France had gone to Algeciras in the
interest of peace.
M. Clemenceau, now evidently in a
rage, shouted: “Your policy, as for
eign minister, led us to the greatest
humiliation France has experienced
in twenty years.”
Washington, July 21.—Establishing
Another storm of hostile cries arose
several deputies crying: “It Is an out a new record for aviation in America,
rage to say that.” But the premier Orville Wright, in the W right aero
tried to assume his old cynical air. plane at Fort Myer, made a spectacu
“Oh, no false indignation, pray you,’ lar flight of one hour, 20 minutes and
he exclaimed. “You brought us to the 45 seconds duration.
The longest previous flight was ol
Verge of a war without military prep
seventy-four minutes, made by Mr
aration.”
Again the tumult was redoubled. W right at Fort M yer,last fall.
During the entire flight the machine
“Yes,” he shouted above the roar, “the
whole world knew th at the ministers was under perfect control, but several
of war and the navy, when the ques times appeared to the spectators to be
tlon was put to them, replied that on the point of diving downward. Sev
France was not ready. I have not hu eral thousand people were given an ex
miliated France; Delcasse has done hibition which included the most dar
ing feats of aviation yet accomplished,
that.”
Amid the wildest excitement the and at Its conclusion a mighty cheei
vote was taken, and when it was an went up from the throng in recogni
nounced that the government had been tion of the splendid achievement.
The machine travelled a distance oi
beaten. 212 to 176, Clemenceau clap
ped his hat on his head, stalked out about seventy miles. It was estima ed
of the chamber, followed by the other by Mr. Wright, and at one time during
the flight the height attained, between
ministers.
M. Clemenceau went immediately to 260 and 280 feet, exceeded the highesi
the Elysee palace and told the story point ever reached by a heavier than
to President Fallieres, who seemed air machine on this continent. Tha
stupefied at the incident which caused most wonderful part of the flight was
the fall of the cabinet, but he ac the execution of three complete “flgur*
cepted the resignation of the premier eights,” which required careful maneu
vering in directing the machine.
and his ministers.

Resigns After Violent Debate
Over Naval Scandals.
WILD EXCITEMENT IN CHAMBER

WRIGHT BREAKS
AMERICAN RECORDS
Aeroplane Makes Flight of One
Hour and Twenty Minutes.

SEVEN KILLED
BY EXPLOSION

TAFT’S C H IN ESE POLICY WINS

American Bankers to Participate In
Hankow Railway Loan.
Washington, D. C., Jul) 21.—Official
advices received sit the state depart
ment from Peking contain positive as
surances that the m atter of the par
.ticipatlon of American hankers in the
Hankow railway loan will be arranged
to the entire satisfaction of this gov
ernment.
The amount of the Chinese loan will
be increased In order to give the Unit
Easton, Pa., July 21.—Seven labor ed States equal participatiin without
ers employed on the construction ol reducing the original allotment to
the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Great Britain, France and Germany.
railroad’s cut-off at Vail, N. J., were
killed by an explosion of dynamite.
One of them, who was trying to dig N EILL TO SETTLE
STRIKE
out a large charge of dynamite that
had failed to explode, was literally Labor Commissioner Goes to Hunt
blown to pieces when his pick struck
ington, W. Va.
the explosive. Eight of his companions
Washington, July 21.—Called on as
who were working in the deep cut one of the board of mediation under
were unable to escape the tons oi New York National League team, was
earth and rock that were started by bor Neill left for Huntington. W. Va..
the shock and were buried more than to intervene In a small strike on tha
fifteen feet deep. Rescuers managed Huntington & Broad Top railroad.
to dig four of them out, but two oi
them were dead and the others are so
Two Men Fall 650 Feet.
badly injured th at their recovery la
Scranton.
Pa„ July 21. — Charles
regarded as impossible.
Four others are still burled under Lewis and John Hall, blacksmiths, fell
the mass of rocks and earth. The men 650 feet to the bottom of the S o rrs
are all foreigners employed by Rider, No. 3 colliery here. They were repair
Curtis & Hill. They were known only ing a sheave wheel on top of tha
breaker when the scaffold on which
by numbers.
they worked collapsed. The bodies ol
both were crushed to pulp. Both men
were married and leave families.
GRIEF CAUSED DEATH

Tragedy Followed Attempt to
Dig Unexploded Dynamite.

Man Drops Dead at Funeral Services
Argentine Orders Minister to Leave.
of Friend.
Buenos Ayres, July 21.—The ArgenMinersville, Pa., July 21.—While the ■tine government has sent his passports
services were in progress at the fu to the Bolivian minister here, ordering
neral of Henry Hammer here, George him to leave Buenos Ayres within
H. Yeager, of Orwigsburg, a lifelong twenty-four hours. The government
friend of the deceased, dropped dead. has also telegraphed Senor Fonseca
He had been apparently In the best Argentine minister to Bolivia, to leave
of health. His death is attributed to La Paz immediately.
heart trouble, superinduced by grief.
Funeral Mass For Pope Leo XIII.
Burled In Asphalt.
Rome, July 21.—Tuesday was the
Los Angeles, July 21.—Burled al sixth anniversary of the death of Pope
most up to his nose in a barrel ol Leo XIII., and a funeral mass was read
liquid asphalt, Salvadore Talamantes, at the sacred college In the presence
a laborer, was found almost suffoca of Pope Pius and high dignitaries ol
ted. It required four men to get him the church.
out. Talamantes fell Into the barrel
while crossing a railroad trestle.
fiilrl Killed by 8oldier She Jilted.
Fort Leavenworth, Kan., July 21.—
Sixteen Killed In Prussian Mine.
Because she had jilted him, Private
Langendreer, Prussia, July 21.—Six Charles C. Neal, of the Thirteenth in
teen miners were killed by an explo f&ntry, shot and killed Minnie Schar
slon of fire damp In a mine at Mans beno, twenty-three years of age, i
field. Many others were taken out un French maid employed In the home ol
conscious.
Captain Charles N. Murphy.

FARM AND GARDEN.

8
FARMERS’ UNION A FACT.

ONE BREED ON THE FARM.

Million and a Half Members Work To
gether to Control Prices of Products.
The Fanners’ Educational and Co«peratlve Union of America now has a
membership of 1,500.000 in the Jrwentyfour states where it is organized. One
of the objects of the union is to rush
the construction of elevators in time
for the handling of the wheat crop of
1909 when it is thrashed. The organi
sation is the outcome of a project sug
gested by a Texas schoolteacher.
All the southern states have union
organizations, as have Missouri, Illi
nois, Kansas, Kentucky, Oklahoma and
Washington. Two great crops, cotton
and wheat, have received the attention
of the union up to date. But this will
not be the limit of the organization’s
activity in the future, the members
assert.
It is the object of the union to make
“standard” prices for everything raised
on American farms, from a bale of
cotton to a dozen eggs. As yet, how
ever, there has been no scale of prices
fixed to cover the whole list. That is
a m atter to be worked out by each
state organization. There is a mini
mum and maximum price for wheat,
the so called “fair” or “standard”
price for that grain being a dollar a
bushel.
It is the purpose of the union to have
elevators to store grain in, to be
sold at such time and for such prices
as the local may think best, provided
th a t none be sold below the minimum
price and that none be held for more
than the maximum price. All sales are
conducted through the business agents,
the union being a t work to eliminate
the middleman.
This is attempted by having the
business agent deal directly with con
sumers, so each business agent has a
list of mills and grain buyers who
w ant the actual grain for manufactur
ing or feeding purposes, and he keeps
in touch with them by correspondence.
Each local has a business agent, and
there is one for each state and a na
tional business agent.
A farm er who needs cash after put
ting his wheat in a union elevator is
tided over his “tight place” by brother
members of the union who are better
fixed than he. The same sort of sys
tem is in operation in the southern
states, where cotton instead of wheat
is the great staple crop. The elevators
and cotton warehouses are stock con
cerns, the par value of each share of
stock being fixed by the local which
erects the elevator, but the fact th at a
member holds stock in the union’s en
terprise does not give him any more
extensive privileges in the organiza
tion or in the handling of his grain..
The association is affiliated with
the American Federation of Labor.
Though it is not a real branch of that
organization, there exists between the
two what is known as a fraternal un
derstanding.
The union operates several banks.
The charter of the national union was
issued by Texas, giving it authority to
charter branches anywhere and en
gage in any business practically. A
few union co-operative stores are in
existence. Country girls more thaq^
sixteen years old and farmers’ wives
are admitted to honorary membership.
The locals meet twice a month, and
the social features are by no means
the least important in the union.

Poultry Can Be Improved on the Same
Idea as Stock.
The community idea might be work
ed a great deal more than it is in the
pure bred poultry business. Better
results could be bad if the farmers
in a given locality would ail keep one
breed of poultry. If they would unite
on some good, popular, easy selling
breeds they would find buyers much
more easily than where each man
keeps a different kind of stock.
With dairy cattle this plan has work
ed wonderfully well for certain groups
of farmers in various parts of the
country. In Wisconsin there is a dairy
center where almost everybody keeps
Guernseys. In New York state there
is a region where dozens of farmers
keep Holsteins. In northern New
Jersey there is another Guernsey cen
ter, apd in various parts of the coun
try there are Jersey and Ayrshire
dairy centers. In all these localities
there are hundreds of pure bred ani
mals which can be seen in a few
hours.
Such a condition becomes
known all over the country, and buy
ers travel hundreds of miles, know
ing that if they do not find ju st what
they want at the first farm they are
likely to find it farther on in the same
neighborhood.
In southern Rhode Island breeders
in an accidental way kept a native
class of fowls which later were known
as Rhode Island Reds. When this
breed began to attract notice the re
gion was visited by scores of buyers,
who picked up every decent colored
bird a t a fancy price, putting thousands
of dollars into the hands of the farm
ers that they never could have had ex
pected for the demand at more than
market prices.
If fifty farm ers in a neighborhood
would unite on almost any poultry
breed there would be no difficulty
in finding a market. A great many
breeders with a reputation and a
host of regular customers would be
glad to know of a locality where they
could buy what extra stock they need
to fill their orders.
The farmers
could easily sell the stock themselves
to one of their number or through
one of the New York or Boston con
cerns which make a specialty oi
pure bred stock in large quantities.
I t is not a very difficult matter for
the farmer to learn to sell his stock
on his own account. Fancy birds will
almost sell themselves.

Beet Sugar In the United States.
Beet sugar factories are now in suc
cessful operation in' sixteen states.
Colorado leads all other states en
gaged in the industry, having sixteen
factories. In 1907 these produced 169.000 tons of sugar, or enough if it had
been passed around to give all the peo
ple in the United States four pounds
apiece.
California and Michigan follow Colo
rado at a respectful distance in the
race for second place. Michigan has
the same number of factories as Colo
rado. but their product is considerably
smaller. California has only nine
plants, but some of the latter are very
large. From year to year the produc
tion of sugar is about the same in the
two states.
Utah has five factories, and they are
strong producers. Idaho and Wiscon
sin follow with four each, and there
are ten states with one factory each.
The most eastern factory is that at
Lyons, N. Y. Hamilton City. Cal., has
the most western factory. Los Alamltos. Cal., the most southern and Bil
lings. Mont., the most northern.
The largest factory in the United
States and one of the largest in the
world is the one at Spreckels, Cal..
which is able to slice 3,000 tons of
beets in a day. or a hundred carloads
of thirty tons each.
The oldest successful factory in the
United States is the one at Alvarado.
Cal., which was established in 1879
and has been making beet sugar for
thirty years.
Lambs, Rams and Mutton.
The time that elapses between serv
ice and lambing runs from 145 to 150
days. About 147 days will catch the
great majority. As in mares, the males
are carried slightly longer than the fe
males. Old ewes, say from four to six
years, will produce the most lambs
and will save the most. There are
more single lambs produced by young
ewes than by older ones. Merino is the
wool sheep. Shropshire the all purpose
and Southdown the best mutton sheep.
Weeding Small Fruits.
Do your weeding among the small
fruits with mulching of swale hay.
straw or forest leaves. This will save
& large amount of hard work in hoe
ing. It holds the moisture, keeps the
weeds from growing, keeps the fruit
clean while growing and ripening. The
fruit will grow much larger and of
finer quality and certainly will bring

THE “BREAK” IN THE GAME.

Baseball Almost as Much Psycholog
ical as Athletic.
Nearly every baseball game is won
and lost on one play—a play that
comes at the psychological instant.
Among the players who do not study
psychology the crucial moment is
known as “the break,” a phenomenon
which no one has analysed and which
the players themselves do not under
stand. Twenty men on the bench are
watching closely and intently every
move of the pitcher, every swing of
his arm. The tide of battle rises, ebbs;
and then suddenly at the start of
some inning something happens. What
it is no one outside the psychic sphere
of influence ev^r will understand, but
the silent, tight lipped, watchful, alert
fellows on the bench see something
or feel something, and the mysterious
“break” has come.
“One ball!”
The players on the
bench suddenly stiffen and prepare for
action.
“Two balls!” Two players jump for
bats and begin swinging them; the
coachers, who havei yelled only be
cause it was their duty, suddenly be
gin raging, screaming and pawing the
dirt, and the manager, who has ap
peared half asleep, makes a trumpet
of his hands and leads his men, bawl
ing loud orders and wild taunts.
The spectators do not understand
anything has happened. Other batters
have had two balls called many times,
and it looks the same to the spectator
who is beyond the mysterious “break”
sphere. In two more moments the
players’ bench is a madhouse, with
twenty men shouting, screaming, or
dering, moving. “Three balls!” and a
madman rushes out 't o the “deck.”
“Four balls!” and the spectators join
the players in the demonstration. The
madness is spreading. Crack—a base
hit, a bunt, a wild throw; another
base hit, screams, shouts, impreca
tions, a roar of frantic applause, a
final long fly. The manager reaches
for his glove, spits into it and says
quietly, “Four runs—we’ve got ’em.”
The “break” Is over, and the players’
bench is again, the quietest part of
the grounds. The surge of enthusi
asm, confidence and noise subsides,
and the game is won.
Baseball is almost as much psycho
logical as athletic. Why one team can
beat a stronger one regularly and lose
to a weaker with the same regularity,
why one batter can hit one pitcher
and is helpless before another, why
one pitcher is effective against a
As Apples Grow "Down East.”
strong team and at the mercy of an
W hat is done with the apple on other that cannot bat half as hard,
Long Island, New York-, can be done are psychological problems.—American
in any orchard section, all things be Magazine.
ing equal. One fruit grower almost in
sight of the skyscrapers of the metropA MISER’S END.

SEMI-ANNUAL " 6 6 ” SALE

Q u ick C le a ra n c e of A L L
-A-ZDsTUD
Y O U T H S 7
This is the event that the economical men folks of Pottstown and
vicinity hail w ith enthusiasm. A semi-annual event that means a
great stock clearance of a thousand suits to be sold on the double
quick, at a season’s end. A sale of the right clothes, and by right we
mean good looking, up-to-date, good fitting, serviceable garments that
can be depended upon. Unsurpassed values at regular prices w ill be
sold at these reductions:

LONG, ISL A N D GBEENING, FO URTH YEAR.

Q

Q /d
O

SEE WINDOW.

All Our Regular $16
a , , - ™ All Our Regular $20
and $22 Suits
and $18 Suits
“ 4)1 Z .0 0
SEE WINDOW.

$1466

SEE WINDOW.

All New Straw Hats Must Go — $1.50 and $2 00 Hats at $100.

WEITZENKORNS, - POTTSTOWN.
No Car Fare.

No goods sold to dealers.

No goods charged during this reduction sale.

»ERKIOMEN VALLEY
M u tu al E ire In su r a n c e Co.
o f M on tgom ery C ounty.

N O N E B E T T E R THANI
TH E BEST.

Incorporated May 18, 1871.

And They Can Always be Found Here

Insures Against Fire and Storm,

New Spring and Summer

Meanness of M. Vandille and the Way
INSURANCE IN FORCE, $12,000,000.
He Hastened His Death.
M. Vandille was chief magistrate at
Boulogne and by miserly habits left a
fortune of $4,000,000. His usual diet Offlee o f tlie C om pany s
was bread and milk. The bread cost
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
very little, and after eating his loaf at
home his habit was to become his own
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary .
public milk Inspector, whom as chief
magistrate he had the right to appoint.
And so, as he declared, to protect the H. W. KRATZ, President,
inhabitants from being imposed upon
Norristown, Pa.
by an inferior quality of milk he took
Regular offlee day of the Secretary, Thurs
his walk immediately after eating his
loaf and demanded to taste the milk of day of each week ; also every evening.
every salesman'he passed, thus saving
himself from purchasing any. Misers
are generally strong men—they have to
be so in order to live a life of priva
tion—but eventually Vandille, like oth
er misers, was seized with illness, and
Here is what you need.
the surgeons had to be called in. In
those days they bled their patients.
The surgeon asked Vandille half a
There is no time like the
livre for the operation, but the million
aire ordered him a t once out of his present to assure yourself of
sight and sent for the apothecary. The good crops fof the future* es
apothecary refused to cut the price
down, so Vandille sent for a poor bar pecially as your prosperity is
ber, who undertook to open a vein for measured by the Crops you pro
three sous a time.
“Aye, but,” said this ..worthy econo duce.
mist, “how .often, friend, will It be
There is only one way to as
necessary to bleed me 7”
“Three times.”
sure bounteous crops, and that
“And what quantity of blood do you
is by using sufficient plant food.
intend'to take each time?”
“Eight ounces.”
“Well, but why can’t you take the If your manure does not reach,
whole twenty-four ounces at once? you cannot afford to buy stable
You want to make a job of me, you
scoundrel! Here, sir; there are your manure; it is too expensive.
three sous. Take the twenty-four You should therefore use the
ounces immediately.” The barber was
generous to obey. M: Vandille lost the best Animal Bone Fertilizer ob
twenty-four ounces of blood and died in tainable.
a few days, leaving all his vast treas
ures to the king, whom he made his
Our goods are sold entirely
sole heir. —Strand Magazine.

The Wicked Potato Bug.
The potato bug is probably the great
est obstacle to the raising of potatoes,
but notwithstanding the deadly work
of this pest it is easily controlled if
resort is made to arsenical poisons. A
good method is to hand pick these
bugs, but it is a tedious task. The
most popular course is to use parts
green either as dust or as part of a
liquid solution. If the bugs are taken
as soon as they appear it will seldom
be necessary to treat the entire field.
The bugs, being killed on the part of
the field where they appear, will have
The Oldest Bridge In- Paris.
no opportunity to extend their labors
The Pont Notre Dame Is the oldest
to other parts, A recommended treat
ment is one pound of pure parts green bridge in Paris. It was first built in
to 150 gallons of water. When dust is 1413 in the reign of Charles VI., but it
used one pound of the parts green may was carried away, together with 'the
be mixed with fifty pounds of air houses which lined it, by ice floes
slaked lime and the resulting powder when the frost broke in 1499. A new
applied by being sifted over the plants bridge was begun a t once Under the
with some kind of box in which are direction of Jean Joconde of Verona
small holes. A good sized pepper box and was ready for traffic in 1507. Or.
is found serviceable. In such a case it th at bridge stood the famous picture
is better to apply the dust while the shop of Gersaint, which had a sign
board specially painted for it by Wat
dew is on the vines.
teau.—W estminster Gazette.
Money In Peppers and Beans.
Jolting Him.
There is money in peppers, especially
Bashful Youth—Miss Bella, does—
the large sweet, green pepper, as it can
be used in so many ways from salad does your mother object to my coming
to pickle. There is always a sale for here so much? F air Charmer—Oh, I
them, whether one lives on a farm or think not! I heard her telling papa the
in a village. Just let it be known other evening th at you merely name to
th at you have peppers for sale and see pass away the time; you didn’t mean
how fast the orders come in. You anything serious.—London Tit-Bits.
will not even have to deliver them.
These peppers sell, according to their
The Division.
size, from 5 cents to 10 cents apiece,
“W hat!” exclaimed Mrs. Flatleigh.
and from one good plant one can aver “ You don’t mean to tell me you pay a
age $1 and sometimes more. The girl $10 a week for cooking?”
“Oh, no!” replied Mrs. Urbanville.
smaller kind used in mixed pickles
find a ready sale too. Lima beans “We only pay her $2 a week for cook
are another thing that one can sell ing. The other $8 Is for staying.”—
and make money on.
Chicago News.

°

All Our Regular $15
Summer Suits

SEE WINDOW.

FARM ERS,

oils has raised seventy-five barrels of
extra fancy apples from twenty-five
young trees and firsts and seconds in
proportion. One tree of Titus Pippins
yielded seven barrels of super-fancy
and another five, with a couple of bar
rels of seconds thrown in by each tree
as good measure.. The illustration
shows a Long Island Greening the
fourth year after planting. It is sum
mer pruned.

Q f*

All Our Regular $10
and $12 Suits

on their own merits, and where
once used, always used.

W e guarantee the different
grades to be in perfect mechani
cal condition, and to produce
results.
A fair trial will convince.
Manufactured

Iiy

J ACOB

TRINLEY, Linfield, Montgom
ery County, Pa., and for sale

SHOES &
Reasonably Priced, prevail in our splen-1
didly stocked departments for

Men, Women, Boys and Children
Girls’ serviceable School Shoes, well
wearing soles, 85c., $1.00, $1.25.
Boys’ strong School Shoes, $1.00, $1.25,
and $L50.
Men’s Dress Shoes, Box Calf, Vici Kid
and Shining Leathers, $2.00, $2.50, $300.
Weitzenkorn’s Foremost Shoes, $3.00,
$3.50, and $4.00, guaranteed to wear.

Important Notice.--T h e
is sold exclusively by us.

WEITZENKORN’S,

----- USE OULBERT’S —

DIARRHCEA MIXTURE
Will cure yonr Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, and all bowel troubles.

Best Tooth Powder, 10 Gents a Box. :

Corn Cure, 10 Gents a Bottle.

FINE BOX PAPER ALWAYS ON HAND AT

»

CULBERT’S DRUG STORE,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

mmmmmmmmmmmo
COLLEGEVILLE

Maible and Granite Works,
H. JJ. SAYLOR, Prop.
All kinds of Cemetery Work in Plain

anteed. Estimates furnished.

JOHN H . FARING ER,
R. D . No. a , N o rristo w n , Pm

141 H IG H STREET,
PO TTSTO W N. •

f i g g r POTTSTOW N’S LARGEST SHOE STORE,

and Artistic Designs. All Work guar

HILLEGASS & K R A U SE,
Pennttburg, P a .

Comfort and wear

guaranteed.

H . T . H U NSICK ER,
Iron b rid ge, P a .

FR A N K BA R N D T,
G reen L an e, P a .

“ RED CROSS” Shoes for Ladies

It bends with the foot.

by

J . K. CLEMMER & SON,
S p rin g M onat, P a.

Women’s Solid Everyday Shoes, $1.25
and $1.50.
. Ladies’ Wool-lined Shoes, 75c., 93c.,
and $1.25.
Ladies’ Dress Shoes, $1.25, $1.50, sll
styles.
Ladiqs’ Extra Fine Sunday Shoes, $2.00,
$2.50 and $3.00. All leathers and styles. 1

Main St. Collegeville.
The INDEPENDENT is a first-class a d v e r t s
ing medium in the middle section of Montgomery
county. If you have anything to sell—no matte? |
what—it w ill pay you to advertise in this paper.

